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Abstract
Getting a better understanding of the evolution and nucleosynthetic yields of the most metal-poor stars (Z <∼ 10−5) is critical because they
are part of the big picture of the history of the primitive universe. Yet many of the remaining unknowns of stellar evolution lie in the birth,
life, and death of these objects. We review stellar evolution of intermediate-mass Z ≤ 10−5 models existing in the literature, with a particular
focus on the problem of their final fates. We emphasise the importance of the mixing episodes between the stellar envelope and the nuclearly
processed core, which occur after stars exhaust their central He (second dredge-up and dredge-out episodes). The depth and efficiency of
these episodes are critical to determine the mass limits for the formation of electron-capture SNe. Our knowledge of these phenomena is not
complete because they are strongly affected by the choice of input physics. These uncertainties affect stars in all mass and metallicity ranges.
However, difficulties in calibration pose additional challenges in the case of the most metal-poor stars. We also consider the alternative
SN I1/2 channel to form SNe out of the most metal-poor intermediate-mass objects. In this case, it is critical to understand the thermally
pulsing Asymptotic Giant Branch evolution until the late stages. Efficient second dredge-up and, later, third dredge-up episodes could be
able to pollute stellar envelopes enough for the stars to undergo thermal pulses in a way very similar to that of higher initial Z objects.
Inefficient second and/or third dredge-up may leave an almost pristine envelope, unable to sustain strong stellar winds. This may allow the
H-exhausted core to grow to the Chandrasekhar mass before the envelope is completely lost, and thus let the star explode as an SN I1/2.
After reviewing the information available on these two possible channels for the formation of SNe, we discuss existing nucleosynthetic yields
of stars of metallicity Z ≤ 10−5 and present an example of nucleosynthetic calculations for a thermally pulsing Super-Asymptotic Giant
Branch star of Z = 10−5. We compare theoretical predictions with observations of the lowest [Fe/H] objects detected. The review closes by
discussing current open questions as well as possible fruitful avenues for future research.
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1. Introduction1
The evolution and nucleosynthesis of the most metal-poor stars2
and, in particular, the determination of the mass thresholds for3
the formation of SNe at the lowest metallicity regimes hold some4
of the clues to understanding the formation and early chemical5
evolution of galaxies.6
According to the −Cold Dark Matter model, the current7
standard model of Big-Bang cosmology, the first starsa formed at8
redshift z ∼ 20–30, just a few hundred million years after the Big-9
Bang, in ∼ 106 M mini-halos where atomic gas and traces of H210
could efficiently condense and radiatively cool. This theory was11
presented by Couchman & Rees (1986) and Tegmark et al. (1997),12
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aGiven its origin and composition, the first stars have also been named primordial,
metal-free, hydrogen-helium stars, or population III (Pop III) stars.
although the interest in the evolution ofmetal-free stars dates from 13
more than two decades earlier. Ezer (1961) computed pure hydro- 14
gen zero-age main sequence models over a wide range of masses. 15
Truran & Cameron (1971) proposed that the first stars in the uni- 16
verse were the direct nucleosynthetic heirs of the Big-Bang. This 17
origin determined their pristine composition, consisting of H, He, 18
and trace amounts of light elements. 19
During the 1970s, the interest in the evolution of metal-free 20
and very metal-poor stars was consolidated, and it has continued 21
to the present day. Simultaneously, the study of primordial 22
star formation and of the primitive initial mass function (IMF) 23
developed. The debate on the possibility of occurrence of non- 24
massive metal-free stars and on the actual shape of the ancient 25
IMF began. High-resolution multidimensional hydrodynamical 26
calculations have recently confirmed the possibility of forming 27
primordial low-mass stars [see, for instance, Susa, Hasegawa, 28
& Tominaga (2014) and references therein]. Nevertheless, 29
the concept of critical metallicity (Bromm et al. 2001), which 30
refers to the minimum metal content required for the forma- 31
tion of low-mass stars, seems to be observationally supported 32
© Astronomical Society of Australia 2018; published by Cambridge University Press.
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(Frebel, Johnson, & Bromm 2007), and thus the debate over the33
existence of low-mass primordial stars is not over yet.34
Given the uncertainties in the IMF for the most metal-poor35
stars, and the lack of observational constraints, we must face the36
uncertainty of their existence, although so must those studying37
hyper-massive stars (Heger et al. 2001). Metal-poor models are38
further hampered by many unknowns, mostly related to stellar39
mixing, the location of convective boundaries, and mass-loss rates40
due to stellar winds. These uncertainties also affect stellar mod-41
elling at higher Z [see, for instance, the discussion in Doherty et al.42
(2017) and references therein], although in such cases calibra-43
tion by comparison with observations is more often feasible and44
some restrictions on input physics can be obtained. This is not the45
case in the most metal-poor regime because of different reasons.46
First, the possibility of comparing with observations is limited47
because of the relatively small sample of detected objects in the48
most metal-poor regime. At present, only ∼ 10 stars are known to49
have metallicity [Fe/H]b < −4.5 (Starkenburg et al. 2017; Aguado50
et al. 2018; Bonifacio et al. 2018; and references therein). The51
record is held by the star detected by Keller et al. (2014), with52
[Fe/H]< −7.1. As metallicity increases, so does the number of53
observed stars. According to the SAGA database (Suda et al. 2008;54
Suda et al. 2011; Yamada et al. 2013; Suda et al. 2017b), there55
are ∼ 500 stars with [Fe/H] < −3. Second, even the most metal-56
poor stars detected may be the descendants of not one but a few57
approximately coeval objects. Their surface abundances may have58
suffered some degree of pollution due to internal processes such as59
dredge-up episodes, and accretion from the interstellar medium.60
Finally, as will be reviewed in this work, computation of the61
evolution of the most metal-poor stars is very demanding. Low-62
mass stars experience violent flashes which put hydrostatic codes63
at the limit of their performance (Picardi et al. 2004; Campbell64
& Lattanzio 2008; Woodward, Herwig, & Lin 2015); more mas-65
sive objects can experience thousands of thermal pulses (Lau,66
Stancliffe, & Tout 2008; Gil-Pons et al. 2013) and not only their67
detailed nucleosynthetic yields but even their fates as white dwarfs68
or SNe are, at present, uncertain for relatively wide ranges of initial69
masses and metallicities.70
The evolution of stars of metallicity Z >∼ 10−4 − 10−3 has been71
extensively studied and is relatively well understood [see, for72
instance, Iben (2012)]. Their fate depends primarily on their mass,73
but the initial composition, input physics, or the presence of a74
companion star can also play a crucial role and modify their fate.75
Traditionally, single stars with initial mass MZAMS <∼ 7–10 M76
(depending on the metallicity) will develop a degenerate core and77
end their lives as white dwarfs. The more massive counterparts78
on the other end will go through all nuclear burning stages and79
explode as core-collapse SNe (CC SNe, CC SN for the singular).80
However, in between these two recognised stellar components,81
there is a very narrow mass range of 0.2–0.5 M width beyond the82
maximum mass for the formation of white dwarfs where stars are83
likely to evolve as electron-capture SNe (EC-SNe, EC-SN for the84
singular). These explosions are triggered by electron captures on85
24Mg and 20Ne in the degenerate ONe core. EC-SNe have attracted86
interest in the 1980s (Miyaji et al. 1980; Nomoto 1984; Nomoto87
1987), and models have been subsequently improved. More real-88
istic EC-SN progenitors, including the evolution from the main89
sequence, with updated input physics, and closer to the time of the90
explosion have been presented since then (Ritossa, García-Berro,91
& Iben 1999; Jones et al. 2016).92
b[Fe/H]= log (NFe/NH)∗ − log (NFe/NH) , where the subscript ∗ refers to the consid-
ered star, and N is the number density.
Intermediate-mass stars can be defined as those of mass high 93
enough to avoid a core He flash, but not massive enough to end 94
their lives as CC SNe. They become white dwarfs when they are 95
able to lose their envelopes by stellar winds before their cores reach 96
the Chandrasekhar mass,MCh. If some mechanism prevents enve- 97
lope ejection before the core reaches MCh, a SN explosion would 98
ensue. This type of SN (in a metallicity-independent context) was 99
first proposed by Arnett (1969) and later named SN I1/2 by Iben 100
& Renzini (1983), after considering that the explosion mechanism 101
should be similar to that of a thermonuclear Type Ia SN, but that 102
these objects should show hydrogen in their spectra, like a type-II 103
SN. According to Iben & Renzini (1983), SN I1/2 explosions could 104
be expected at least for the most massive Asymptotic Giant Branch 105
(AGB) stars, which experienced C ignition before their cores were 106
reduced to masses belowMCh. However, detailed evolutionary cal- 107
culations [see Siess (2010) and references therein] showed that this 108
SN mechanism was prevented by the ejection of the stellar enve- 109
lope (through winds), before the core reached MCh. Interest in 110
SN I1/2 grew again in the 2000s in the context of the evolution of 111
primordial stars with very weak stellar winds. The possibility that 112
they could have existed in the primitive universe was discussed 113
first in Zijlstra (2004) and later in Gil-Pons, Gutiérrez, & García- 114
Berro (2007) and Lau et al. (2008). Note that, as happens for higher 115
metallicity stars, the occurrence of metal-poor intermediate-mass 116
stars in close binary systems may drastically alter their evolution 117
and fates. 118
Gaining insight into stellar evolution at the extremely metal- 119
poor (EMP) regime ([Fe/H]<∼ −3 or Z <∼ 10−5, assuming scaled 120
solar composition) represents a small but nevertheless potentially 121
important part in the formidable problem of understanding the 122
primitive universe. It involves, besides stellar evolution and nucle- 123
osynthesis, additional inputs from different fields of astrophysics. 124
Cosmological and star formation theories should be considered, as 125
well as interstellar medium physics, thermodynamical and chemi- 126
cal evolution, and galaxy formation theories [see, for instance, the 127
review by Karlsson, Bromm, & Bland-Hawthorn (2013)]. 128
Increasingly powerful computational resources enable us to 129
construct refined models, and investigate a much more extended 130
range of possible input physics. The huge increase in observational 131
data of metal-poor stars coming from big surveys, such as the 132
HK objective-prism survey (Beers, Preston, & Shectman 1992), the 133
Hamburg-ESO survey (Christlieb, Wisotzki, & Graßhoff 2002), 134
SkyMapper (Keller et al. 2007), the Sloan Extension for Galactic 135
Understanding and Exploration (Yanny et al. 2009), and the 136
Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre Spectroscopic Telescope (Cui 137
et al. 2012), will be further expanded with the new wide-field 138
multi-object spectrograph for the William Herschel Telescope, 139
WEAVE (Dalton et al. 2012), the PRISTINE survey (Starkenburg 140
et al. 2014), and, specially, with the James Webb Space Telescope 141
(Zackrisson et al. 2011). They will provide us with a wealth of 142
information about the elusive [Fe/H]≤ −4.5 (Z <∼ 5× 10−7) stars, 143
to which the findings of the computational models described in 144
this work relate. 145
In the present work, we compile and discuss our current knowl- 146
edge of the evolution and fates of single intermediate-mass stars 147
between primordial metallicity and Z = 10−5. For the sake of pro- 148
viding context, we also summarise the successes and problems of 149
low- and high-mass stellarmodels in the interpretation of observa- 150
tions of metal-poor stars. This document is structured as follows. 151
Section 2 reviews the history of the understanding of primordial 152
star formation, and of stellar evolution at the lowest metallicities. 153
Section 3 summarises the evolution of intermediate-mass stars in 154
the considered metallicity regime. Section 4 delves into the main 155
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uncertainties which affect our knowledge of these stars. Section 5156
is devoted to analysis of their final fates, considering different157
input physics. Section 6 summarises the main features of the most158
metal-poor stars detected. Section 7 describes the nucleosynthesis159
of intermediate-mass stars of Z ≤ 10−5 and relates it to observa-160
tional evidence introduced in Section 6. In the last section, the161
results presented in this review are discussed, and possible future162
lines of work are outlined.163
The following nomenclature is used in the present manuscript.164
Unless otherwise stated, metallicity Z is the total mass fraction165
of metals, meaning all species other than H and He. Metallicity166
may also be expressed by referring to solar values, such as via167
[Fe/H], according to the standard expression given in Footnote168
2. EMP stars in this work refer to those whose metallicity Z ≤169
10−5. Note that the standard definition of EMP corresponds to170
stars with [Fe/H]< −3 (Beers & Christlieb 2005). Using standard171
solar composition values [see Asplund et al. (2006) and refer-172
ences therein], Z ∼ 10−5 is equivalent to [Fe/H]< −3, except for173
a few 0.1 dex. However, it should be noted that, given their ori-174
gin either as primordial or descendants of primitive SNe, EMP175
stars are not expected to have abundances that are simply scaled176
versions of the solar composition, and observations confirm this177
trend [see, for instance, Bonifacio et al. (2015), Keller et al. (2014),178
Yong et al. (2013a), or Caffau et al. (2011)]. The entire metallic-179
ity range from Z ∼ 10−5 ([Fe/H]∼ −3) down to Z ∼ 0 is included180
in the expression primordial to EMP stars. According to Beers181
& Christlieb (2005), ultra metal-poor and hyper metal-poor stars182
refer to stars with [Fe/H]< −4 and [Fe/H]< −5, respectively.183
Primordial stars have been computed either using a strict zero184
metal content or considering ZZAMS ∼ 10−10. This value is above185
the expected Big-Bang nucleosynthesismetallicity (Coc et al. 2004)186
but, as we will show in Section 3, it still preserves the characteris-187
tics of primordial star evolution. Note also that the intermediate-188
mass stars we analyse, although initially metal-poor, may evolve to189
become highly enriched in metals during their evolution. Strictly190
speaking, it would be more correct to refer to them as “iron-poor",191
but we will still call them metal-poor, following the more frequent192
nomenclature in the literature.193
2. The nature of ancient stars and the history of their194
modelling195
The first models of stars composed purely of H and He started196
appearing in the literature during the early 1970s. The evolution197
of the main central H- and He-burning stages in a wide range of198
masses, from the low to the massive cases, was computed by Ezer199
& Cameron (1971), Ezer (1972), and shortly afterwards by Cary200
(1974), and Castellani & Paolicchi (1975). Wagner (1974) under-201
took the first exploration of the behaviour of stars as a function of202
metallicity Z and concluded that this behaviour became indepen-203
dent of Z for values Z <∼ 10−6. D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1982) were204
the first to report the existence of a helium flash in a low-mass205
primordial star.206
Understanding the first stars also involves understanding their207
formation process and the primitive IMF. Yoneyama (1972) con-208
cluded that, in the absence of metals, primordial clouds would lack209
the dust and heavy molecules able to provide the necessary cool-210
ing and fragmentation mechanisms which drive the formation of211
non-massive stars.c This result was in sharp contrast to the present212
cIn general gas clouds can be fragmented by the amplification of density fluctua-
tions caused by gravitational and/or thermal instabilities. Significant thermal instabilities
observed IMF (Salpeter 1955; Miller & Scalo 1979; Kroupa 2001; 213
Chabrier 2003) that favours low-mass stars. Carlberg (1981) and 214
Palla, Salpeter, & Stahler (1983) found that absorption in the H2 215
molecule could provide the necessary cooling to form low-mass 216
primordial stars. Also on the basis of H2-cooling, Yoshii & Saio 217
(1986) reported a primordial IMF that peaked at intermediate- 218
mass values, between 4 and 10 M. The latter results motivated 219
interest in a further study of the evolution and nucleosynthesis of 220
the late stages of low- and intermediate-mass stars (as well as mas- 221
sive), and a number of works dealing with the absence or existence 222
of the thermally pulsing AGB of primordial stars were published 223
(Castellani, Chieffi, & Tornambe 1983; Chieffi & Tornambe 1984; 224
Fujimoto et al. 1984). Later works of Omukai et al. (1998) also sup- 225
ported the possibility of forming low-mass primordial stars, and 226
Nakamura et al. (2001a) determined a bimodal primordial IMF 227
peaked both at about 1 and 10 M. 228
The big picture of the nature of the first stars changed again 229
after 3D hydrodynamical simulations of primordial star formation 230
by Abel et al. (1998), Abel, Bryan, & Norman (2002), and Bromm 231
& Loeb (2003), who concluded that primordial stars had to be very 232
massive (MZAMS >∼ 103 M). Pair-Instability SN models, triggered 233
by the production of electron–positron pairs at high entropy and 234
temperature (e.g. Umeda & Nomoto 2002; Woosley 2017), and 235
very energetic core-collapse SNe or hypernovae (e.g. Nakamura 236
et al. 2001b; Nomoto & Umeda 2002) gained popularity as the first 237
polluters of the primitive universe. 238
The effects of rotation and induced mixing on the early evolu- 239
tion of primordial to very low-metallicity massive stars were also 240
investigated (e.g. Ekström et al. 2008) and the associated nucle- 241
osynthetic yields presented by various groups (Woosley &Weaver 242
1995; Umeda & Nomoto 2002; Chieffi & Limongi 2002; Chieffi 243
& Limongi 2004; Kobayashi et al. 2006; Heger & Woosley 2010; 244
Limongi & Chieffi 2012; Takahashi, Umeda, & Yoshida 2014). In 245
the context of primordial massive star models, it is also important 246
to consider the success of SN yields in interpreting observations 247
of metal-poor stars (Umeda & Nomoto 2003; Limongi, Chieffi, & 248
Bonifacio 2003; Bonifacio, Limongi, & Chieffi 2003; Ryan et al. 249
2005; Kobayashi et al. 2014; Tominaga, Iwamoto, & Nomoto 250
2014). 251
Despite the uncertainty of the existence of non-massive stars 252
in the lowest Z regime, many groups continued the study of their 253
evolution (Hollowell, Iben, & Fujimoto 1990; Fujimoto, Ikeda, & 254
Iben 2000; Weiss et al. 2000; Dominguez et al. 2000; Chieffi et al. 255
2001; Schlattl et al. 2001; Siess, Livio, & Lattanzio 2002; Gil-Pons 256
et al. 2005, 2007; Campbell & Lattanzio 2008; Lau et al. 2008). The 257
characteristics of the thermally pulsing AGB and Super-AGB, the 258
nucleosynthetic yields, and even the elusive final fates of some of 259
these stars were outlined and debated. 260
Increasingly higher resolution simulations of star formation 261
suggested that photoionisation and photoevaporation were able to 262
halt mass-accretion onto metal-free protostars. As a consequence, 263
primordial stars of masses in the range 50–300 M were able to 264
form (McKee & Tan 2008; Bromm et al. 2009). Other simulations 265
(Stacy & Bromm 2014; Hirano et al. 2014; Susa et al. 2014), 266
with even higher resolution, opened the possibility of forming 267
low- and intermediate-mass stars in primordial environments. 268
Additionally, further fragmentation of circumstellar disks could 269
result in binary or multiple stellar systems composed of low-mass 270
require efficient cooling, as may be caused by atomic fine line emissions, by molecules
transitioning to rotational or vibrational states of lower energy, or heating of dust grains.
More efficient cooling and thus lower gas cloud temperatures lower the Jean’s mass and
favour fragmentation.
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objects (Clark et al. 2011). Yet, until recently, the preferred271
perspective among a large part of the scientific community was272
that Pop III stars were massive or very massive. Pop III refers to273
the first (metal-free) generation of stars. Pop II corresponds to274
subsequent generations, formed from metal-poor gas ejected by275
Pop III objects and their progeny. Pop I is young (metal-rich) stars.276
Omukai (2000), Bromm et al. (2001), and Spaans & Silk (2005)277
introduced the concept of critical metallicity to describe the mini-278
mum metal content in star-forming gas clouds which could allow279
the formation of low-mass (Pop II) stars. The transition from envi-280
ronments able to host the formation of Pop III to those able to host281
the formation of Pop II stars was determined by the occurrence of282
additional gas-cooling mechanisms: line-cooling (Bromm & Loeb283
2003), which gave a critical metallicity Zcrit ∼ 10−3.5 Z, and dust-284
induced fragmentation (Schneider & Omukai 2010; Dopcke et al.285
2013), which gave Zcrit values 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than286
the line-cooling mechanism.287
The line-cooling mechanism and thus the existence of a criti-288
cal luminosity seem to be observationally supported (Frebel et al.289
2007), although the absence of detection of stars below a cer-290
tain metallicity might be simply a consequence of their rarity and291
low luminosities, or due to pollution resulting from accretion of292
interstellar material (Komiya, Suda, & Fujimoto 2015). However,293
doubts were shed on the latter results by Tanaka et al. (2017) and294
Suzuki (2018). Schneider et al. (2012) proposed that the dust pro-295
duced during the evolution of primordial massive stars and SN296
explosions could induce the fragmentation required to form Pop297
II low-mass stars.298
3. Evolution of primordial to EMP intermediate-mass stars299
The results for the example models presented in this manuscript300
have been obtained with MONSTAR, the Monash University301
Stellar Structure code [see for instance, Frost & Lattanzio (1996);302
Campbell & Lattanzio (2008); Gil-Pons et al. (2013)]. It consid-303
ers the isotopes relevant for the evolution (1H, 3He, 4He, 12C, 14N,304
16O, and the rest of species are included in Zother). Nuclear reac-305
tion rates are from Caughlan & Fowler (1988) with the update306
from NACRE (Angulo et al. 1999) for the 14N(p, γ )15O. For dis-307
cussion on implementation of carbon burning in a limited nuclear308
network, we refer to Doherty et al. (2010). The convective treat-309
ment implements the modified Schwarzschild criterion with the310
attempt to search for convective neutrality (Castellani, Giannone,311
& Renzini 1971; Robertson & Faulkner 1972; Frost & Lattanzio312
1996), which is also known as induced overshooting. This treat-313
ment intends to limit the effects of the unphysical discontinuity in314
the radiative gradient at the convective boundary that is induced315
by the composition difference between the mixed convective zone316
and the adjacent radiative shells [the details about this algorithm317
can be found in Frost & Lattanzio (1996)].318
Mass-loss rates are calculated following Vassiliadis & Wood319
(1993), and opacities for stellar interiors are from the OPAL320
tables developed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory321
(Iglesias & Rogers 1996). Molecular opacities are either from322
Ferguson et al. (2005) for the Z = 10−10, Z = 10−8 and Z =323
10−6 cases, or from Lederer & Aringer (2009) and Marigo &324
Aringer (2009) for the Z = 10−5 case. Note that our models325
are solar-scaled, following Grevesse & Noels (1993), with Zsun =326
0.02. Besides, our primordial models use the initial metallic-327
ity from Gil-Pons et al. (2005), that is, Z = 10−10. This value is328
higher than the strict Z = 0 frequently used in the literature (e.g.329
Chieffi et al. 2001; Siess et al. 2002), and the approximate values330
Figure 1. Evolution in the log ρc–log Tc plane of some selected models of primordial
metallicity. The approximate locations of the main central burning stages H, He, and
C are labelled CHB, CHeB, and CCB, respectively. For comparison we also show the
evolution of the 8.0 M solar metallicity model (grey line and labels).
Z = 10−12 − 10−13 are expected from Big-Bang nucleosynthesis 331
(Coc, Uzan, & Vangioni 2014). Nevertheless, as we will see later in 332
this section, in terms of the characteristics of the evolution, yields 333
and fates of the considered stars, Z = 0 and Z = 10−10, produce 334
the same results. The limitations imposed by additional choices of 335
input physics are discussed in due course. 336
Models have been computed for Z = 10−10 (primordial), 10−8, 337
and 10−6, for initial masses between 3 and 9.8 M. Models for the 338
Z = 10−5 case with masses between 4 and 9 M were taken from 339
Gil-Pons et al. (2013). An initial mass spacing of 1 M was cho- 340
sen, except for cases near the mass thresholds for the formation of 341
SN I1/2, where additional models were calculated to obtain a mass 342
spacing of 0.5 M, and for the cases near the mass thresholds for 343
the formation of electron-capture and CC SNe, where we chose a 344
mass spacing of 0.1 M. 345
3.1. Evolution during the main central burning stages 346
3.1.1. Core hydrogen and helium burning 347
Stars that will become Super-AGB stars are at the upper end of 348
the mass range defined as intermediate-mass stars (IMS). We will 349
refer to these stars, destined to become Super-AGB stars, as SIMS 350
for Super Intermediate-Mass Stars. We save the name Super-AGB 351
for that specific phase of evolution of the SIMS. The evolution 352
of primordial and EMP IMS presents substantial differences with 353
respect to that of higher Z objects. Themain central burning stages 354
of primordial stars over a wide range of masses have been well 355
known since the 1970s (see Section 1 for references). The absence 356
of metals and, in particular, of C and N forces the star to ignite 357
central H through the pp-chains and form a relatively small con- 358
vective core. Because the energy generation rates associated with 359
the pp-chains (∝ Tn with n 4) are more weakly dependent on 360
temperature than those associated with the CN-cycle (with n 361
20), main sequence primordial stars are more compact and hotter 362
than their higher Z counterparts of similar masses (see Figure 1). 363
Central H-burning temperatures in primordial models reach val- 364
ues∼ 108 K, whereas those of solar metallicity remain<∼ 4×107 K. 365
During CHB, both the central temperature and density smoothly 366
increase and allow the synthesis of He and a small amount of C, 367
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Table 1. Times (in Myr) at the end of our calculations for selected EMP example models
MZAMS (M) Z = 10−10 Z = 10−8 Z = 10−6 Z = 10−5
3.0 227.8 229.6 236.4 246.1
4.0 114.9 117.3 124.5 124.6
5.0 68.9 71.3 77.1 77.6
6.0 46.5 48.7 53.4 54.9
7.0 34.0 36.2 40.1 41.0
8.0 26.3 28.2 31.7 32.3
9.0 21.5 23.1 26.0 26.4
9.5 19.5 21.2 24.0 24.5
Calculations were halted during the later stages of the thermally pulsing AGB or Super-AGB.
Figure 2. Evolution of a 6.5 M primordial model. Upper panel: evolution of the cen-
tral abundances of H, 4He, and 12C. Middle panel: evolution of the luminosities from
H-burning through the pp-chains (Lpp), the CNO cycle (LCNO), and the 3α reaction (Lα ).
Lower panel: evolution of convective zones and the location of the HBS and of the
He-burning shell (HeBS).
via the triple-alpha reaction. Note at this point that the strong368
temperature dependence of the 3-α reaction rate (roughly ∝ T40),369
together with the high central temperatures during CHB, is critical370
to understanding the formation of 12C in these primordial stars.371
Once the total mass fraction of C reaches ∼ 10−10, the CN-cycle372
starts operating, which causes a sudden increase in the release of373
energy, a brief core expansion period, and the disappearance of374
core convection. After the core readjusts itself, central H-burning375
continues and is now dominated by the CN-cycle. The central den-376
sity and temperature rise again and a new convective core forms377
and lasts until the end of CHB. The particular value of the cen-378
tral C abundance at the onset of the CN-cycle, the duration of379
the entire CHB phase, and the resulting mass of the H-exhausted380
core strongly depend on the adopted input physics, such as the 381
nuclear reaction rates, the assumptions concerning convective 382
overshooting, and the choice of opacity tables (Siess et al. 2002). 383
In general, all models of initial mass above 1 M experience the 384
transition from pp-chain to CN-cycle-dominated CHB. This tran- 385
sition occurs earlier (and thus with higher central H abundance) 386
for more massive models. 387
As an example of central H- and He-burning stages, we show 388
the evolution of a primordial 6.5 M model in Figure 2. 389
The evolution of central temperature versus central den- 390
sity (log ρc − log Tc) for some selected models of primordial 391
intermediate-mass stars and, for comparison, the evolution of 392
an 8.0 M solar metallicity case are shown in Figure 1. In this 393
figure the occurrence of CHB at higher T for the primordial cases 394
can be clearly seen. Once central H is exhausted, the structure 395
and composition of the resulting He cores are similar to analo- 396
gous cores from higher Z stars and thus both the core He- and 397
C-burning phases occur at similar loci in the log ρc − log Tc 398
diagram. Indeed, even if the physical evolution of the He core 399
does not directly depend on its metallicity, it is indirectly influ- 400
enced through the behaviour of the HBS. Intermediate-mass 401
H-exhausted cores are more compact and hotter than their 402
higher Z counterparts. Therefore, central He-burning starts 403
and the central 3α reactions provide energy supply very shortly 404
after CHB (Chieffi et al. 2001; Siess et al. 2002). Consequently 405
stellar contraction stops, the star stays in the blue region of the 406
Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram, and an efficient HBS does not 407
develop. Without a powerful HBS, the corresponding envelope 408
expansion and cooling associated with the ascent of the red giant 409
branch (RGB) are avoided. The high-temperature gradients which 410
would drive the formation of a deep convective envelope are not 411
achieved and thus the first dredge-up process is also averted.d 412
Thus, intermediate-mass primordial stars maintain a pristine 413
envelope until the end of CHeB.e 414
Table 1 shows the approximate lifetimes (at the end of cal- 415
culations) of a selection of EMP model stars. We clearly see the 416
reduction of stellar lifetimes with decreasing metallicity. The dif- 417
ferences between these lifetimes and those given by Siess et al. 418
(2002) are small, being between 0.4% and 4%. 419
The avoidance of the first dredge-up is not a phenomenon 420
unique to intermediate-mass primordial stars, as it is also 421
dThe actual occurrence or avoidance of the RGB is actually quite a complex phe-
nomenon and depends on many factors (e.g. Sugimoto & Fujimoto 2000; Stancliffe et al.
2009).
eNote that low-mass primordial models (MZAMS <∼ 1.3 M) show a different behaviour.
They climb the RGB and ignite He off-centre in conditions of partial degeneracy. As a
consequence they develop a He flash, followed by a H flash and a proton-ingestion episode
(PIE) (e.g. Fujimoto et al. 2000; Schlattl et al. 2001; Picardi et al. 2004).
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Table 2. Relevant structure and composition parameters for the primordial and Z = 10−5 models
Z = 10−10
CHB CHBend CHeBbegin CHeBend CCBbegin
MZAMS Mcc Xc(C) Xc(O) MHexC MHexC XHBS(C) XHBS(N) XHBS(O) (C/O)c MCign
3.0 0.25 1.6× 10−10 3.3× 10−11 0.44 0.63 4.3× 10−10 1.6× 10−8 6.5× 10−11 1.36 –
4.0 0.36 1.0× 10−8 8.2× 10−11 0.53 0.78 4.7× 10−10 1.9× 10−8 7.3× 10−11 1.34 –
5.0 0.53 4.0× 10−7 1.9× 10−10 0.61 0.92 5.1× 10−10 2.2× 10−8 7.9× 10−11 1.32 –
6.0 0.73 4.8× 10−6 1.2× 10−9 0.72 1.13 5.4× 10−10 2.6× 10−8 8.2× 10−11 1.27 –
7.0 0.79 2.8× 10−5 5.9× 10−9 0.78 1.29 8.3× 10−10 3.1× 10−8 1.1× 10−10 1.26 0.57
8.0 0.90 1.1× 10−4 1.3× 10−8 0.84 1.51 9.1× 10−10 3.7× 10−8 4.9× 10−10 1.20 0.39
9.0 1.35 4.1× 10−4 6.8× 10−8 0.98 1.74 1.2× 10−9 4.9× 10−8 1.6× 10−10 1.13 0.17
Z = 10−5
CHB CHBend CHeBbegin CHeBend CCBbegin
MZAMS Mcc Xc(C) Xc(O) MHexC MHexC XHBS(C) XHBS(N) XHBS(O) (C/O)c MCign
3.0 0.43 6.7× 10−8 1.3× 10−8 0.36 0.77 1.1× 10−7 6.4× 10−6 5.9× 10−8 1.05 –
4.0 0.86 8.4× 10−8 2.0× 10−8 0.48 0.96 9.9× 10−8 6.7× 10−6 5.7× 10−8 0.99 –
5.0 1.25 9.4× 10−8 2.4× 10−8 0.62 1.16 9.3× 10−8 6.8× 10−6 5.4× 10−8 1.03 –
6.0 1.79 9.8× 10−8 2.8× 10−8 0.73 1.27 8.7× 10−8 7.0× 10−6 5.2× 10−8 0.90 –
7.0 2.18 1.0× 10−7 3.2× 10−8 0.89 1.69 8.5× 10−8 7.0× 10−6 5.2× 10−8 0.88 0.55
8.0 2.55 1.3× 10−7 3.7× 10−8 1.32 1.94 7.8× 10−8 7.0× 10−6 4.8× 10−8 0.96 0.26
9.0 3.09 1.4× 10−7 3.9× 10−8 1.90 2.24 7.4× 10−8 7.1× 10−6 4.5× 10−12 0.98 0.02
Mcc represents themaximum size of the convective core during core H-burning (CHB). Xc(C) and Xc(O) are, respectively, the central abundances of C and O at the end of CHB, respectively.MHexC
in columns 5 and 6 refers to the size of the H-exhausted core at the beginning and at the end of core He-burning (CHeB). XHBS(C), XHBS(N), and XHBS(O) are abundances at the H-burning shell
(HBS) (at the mass point of its peak 14N abundance) at the end of central He-burning. (C/O)c is the quotient of the central abundances of C and O at the same time. The last columns gives the
mass point of C ignition. All masses are given in solar units. Note that the end of CHB was taken when central H abundance Xc(H)< 10−8. The beginning of CHeB was taken when LHe= 100 L .
The end of CHeB was taken when central He abundance Xc(He)< 10−8.
Figure 3. Evolution in the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram of some selected models of
primordial metallicity. The approximate locations of the main central burning stages
are labelled. For comparison, the evolution of an 8.0 M solar metallicity model has
been included. The evolution along the thermally pulsing AGB or Super-AGB has been
truncated for better display.
shared by intermediate-mass stars of initial metallicity lower than422
ZZAMS ∼ 10−3. The evolution in the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram423
of some models of primordial IMS and, for comparison, also a424
solar metallicity IMS are shown in Figure 3. Both the core H-425
burning and the CHeB phases occur in the hot part of this diagram426
for the primordial metallicity objects. They also evolve at higher427
luminosities until the AGB or Super-AGB phase and remain hot- 428
ter during this phase (Becker, Iben, & Tuggle 1977). At this point 429
a new overall contraction ensues, an efficient HBS finally forms, 430
and the star expands and cools to become a giant hosting a deep 431
convective envelope. Then the second dredge-up process begins. 432
Note that intermediate-mass primordial stars do not develop a 433
first dredge-up, but the terminology of a second dredge-up is still 434
used in the literature to refer to the dredge-up episode occurring 435
at the end of CHeB, by analogy with higher Z cases. We will show 436
in Section 3.2.1 that the efficiency of this process is very sensi- 437
tive to the choice of input physics (and associated uncertainties). 438
This is critical for the later evolution as thermally pulsing AGB or 439
Super-AGB stars and, eventually, for their final fates. Tables 2 and 440
3 show a summary of relevant parameters during the evolution of 441
a selection of our primordial and Z = 10−5 models. 442
3.1.2. Carbon burning 443
Regardless of their initial metallicity, all stars that develop CO 444
cores of masses >∼ 1.05 M after central H- and He-burning will 445
proceed to the ignition of carbon. It is important to recall that 446
the central C abundance at the time of ignition critically depends 447
on the characteristics of the previous He-burning phase and, in 448
particular, on the occurrence of breathing pulses (Castellani et al. 449
1985), a type of convective instability which occurs near the time 450
of central He-exhaustion, and affects the convective core bound- 451
ary. Their extent and even their occurrence strongly depend on the 452
the numerical treatment of convective boundaries (Constantino, 453
Campbell, & Lattanzio 2017). 454
Carbon burning in primordial to Z = 10−5 stars occurs in 455
a very similar fashion to their higher metallicity counterparts 456
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Table 3. Relevant structure and composition parameters for the primordial and Z = 10−5 models
Z = 10−10
Bef. SDU Aft. SDU 1st TP
MZAMS MHexC MHexC Xs(C) Xs(N) Xs(O) MHeexC MHexC Xs(C) Xs(N) Xs(O)
3.0 1.02 1.02 1.7× 10−11 5.3× 10−12 4.8× 10−11 0.793 0.812 1.7× 10−11 5.3× 10−12 4.8× 10−11
4.0 0.87 0.87 3.2× 10−12 4.8× 10−11 2.0× 10−11 0.862 0.873 3.2× 10−12 4.8× 10−11 2.0× 10−11
5.0 0.94 0.92 4.5× 10−9 4.4× 10−10 1.8× 10−11 0.915 0.923 4.5× 10−9 4.4× 10−10 1.8× 10−11
6.0 1.16 0.97 3.2× 10−7 8.3× 10−10 5.3× 10−11 0.973 0.978 2.3× 10−7 8.2× 10−10 5.3× 10−11
7.0 1.23 1.05 5.6× 10−6 1.4× 10−9 5.3× 10−9 1.042 1.044 2.7× 10−6 2.0× 10−7 1.9× 10−9
8.0 1.49 1.13 4.0× 10−5 1.6× 10−7 3.9× 10−5 1.134 1.136 2.6× 10−5 7.6× 10−6 1.5× 10−7
9.0 1.77 1.24 1.4× 10−3 3.8× 10−5 3.4× 10−4 1.240 1.241 9.1× 10−4 5.7× 10−4 3.4× 10−4
Z = 10−5
Bef. SDU Aft. SDU 1st TP
MZAMS MHexC MHexC Xs(C) Xs(N) Xs(O) MHeexC MHexC Xs(C) Xs(N) Xs(O)
4.0 0.98 0.87 5.8× 10−7 3.1× 10−6 3.9× 10−6 0.862 0.875 5.8× 10−7 3.1× 10−6 3.9× 10−6
5.0 1.16 0.91 5.3× 10−7 3.5× 10−6 3.4× 10−6 0.900 0.910 5.3× 10−7 3.6× 10−6 3.4× 10−6
6.0 1.52 0.97 4.9× 10−7 3.8× 10−7 3.1× 10−6 0.964 0.962 5.2× 10−7 3.8× 10−6 3.2× 10−6
7.0 1.69 1.05 4.1× 10−6 4.0× 10−6 3.1× 10−6 1.054 1.057 1.2× 10−6 7.4× 10−6 3.0× 10−6
8.0 1.96 1.18 2.7× 10−5 9.0× 10−4 8.2× 10−5 1.183 1.184 2.7× 10−5 9.0× 10−4 8.2× 10−5
9.0 2.25 1.33 1.6× 10−3 6.5× 10−4 2.8× 10−4 1.333 1.334 8.6× 10−4 1.2× 10−3 4.0× 10−4
MHexC represents themass of the H-exhausted core and is given before and after the second dredge-up (SDU). Xs(C), Xs(N), and Xs(O) in columns 4 to 6 are, respectively, the surface abundances
of C, N, and O after the SDU. MHeexC and MHexC are, respectively, the masses of the He- and H-exhausted cores just before the first thermal pulse of the thermally pulsing AGB or Super-AGB.
Xs(C), Xs(N), and Xs(O) in columns 9 to 11 are, respectively, the surface abundances of C, N, and O at this time.
(Gil-Pons et al. 2005, Gil-Pons et al. 2013). The details of the457
process have been known since the 1990s (Ritossa et al. 1999 and458
references therein), with ignition occurring in conditions of partial459
degeneracy for solar metallicity in intermediate-mass stars. This460
was further analysed in, e.g., Siess (2006), Doherty et al. (2010),461
Farmer, Fields, & Timmes (2015), and references therein. Here462
we present a brief overview, highlighting the few particularities of463
metal-poor stars, and refer to Doherty et al. (2017) for more detail.464
Figure 4 summarises the evolution of the main structural465
parameters and the surface abundances of C, N, and O for the466
7, 8, and 9.3 M primordial models during C-burning and467
the first thermal pulses of the Super-AGB phase. The models468
shown are, respectively, representative of low-mass Super-AGBs,469
intermediate-mass Super-AGBs, and massive Super-AGB stars.470
Extended C-burning occurs in stars which are able to form CO471
cores of masses >∼ 1.05 M and proceeds as follows. Once the472
central He-burning phase has been completed, the resulting CO473
core contracts and heats, so that neutrino energy losses become474
important for the innermost regions of the star. The temperature475
maximum moves outward and when it reaches ≈ 6× 108 K,476
carbon ignites off-centre (the higher the initial mass of the SIMS,477
the closer to the centre is the ignition). Because C-burning takes478
place under conditions of partial degeneracy we find that the479
thermal instability produces strong flashes with peak luminosities480
that may exceed 108 L, as seen in the middle panels of Figure 4.481
Each flash provides large energy injections able to drive the482
formation of local convective zones which disappear shortly483
after the flashes are extinguished (see lower panels of Figure 4).484
Successive flashes advance towards deeper regions of the core485
and, eventually, the C-burning flame reaches the centre. Yet, the486
central temperature is not high enough for complete exhaustion487
of central C. The exceptions are the most massive SIMS, which488
burn C in an approximately stationary way and do exhaust central 489
carbon completely, or leave a residual C abundance not higher 490
than a few tenths of a percent. C-burning in Super-AGB stars is 491
therefore similar to He-burning through core flashes in low-mass 492
stars. However, because in Super-AGB stars the CO core is more 493
massive and the conditions there are more extreme, C-burning 494
must consume a larger amount of fuel than He-burning in low- 495
mass stars to lift the degeneracy. The C-burning process does not 496
finish when the C flame reaches the centre of the star. Instead, the 497
CO degenerate regions located above the resulting ONe core also 498
ignite in flashes and develop associated convective shells. At the 499
end of C-burning, a typical early Super-AGB star is composed of 500
an ONe-rich core, a CO-rich shell, and a H and He-rich envelope, 501
more or less polluted in metals by the effect of the different mixing 502
episodes that we will describe in the next subsection. 503
The location of the base of the convective envelope is altered 504
during C-burning because of the highly energetic C flashes. These 505
flashes drive local expansion and cooling which causes the reces- 506
sion of the convective envelope. Once the thermal conditions that 507
existed prior to the flashes are restored, the bottom of the convec- 508
tive envelope returns close to its position before the occurrence of 509
the flash. 510
The minimum mass for C ignition, referred to asMup depends 511
on the composition, input physics, and numerical aspects of the 512
evolutionary calculations.With the physical prescriptions adopted 513
here, MONSTAR yields a lower mass threshold of 6.8 M for the 514
primordial star, and the corresponding model experiences five 515
convective flashes before C-burning reaches the centre. At the 516
time of carbon ignition the partially degenerate CO core mass is 517
1.05 M, and the central carbon abundance is 0.55. C ignition is 518
located at the mass point 0.69 M. We are following the defini- 519
tion ofMup proposed by Doherty et al. (2015), which requires the 520
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Figure 4. Summary of the evolution during C-burning (starting near the beginning of the early AGB (E-AGB) phase), and the first thermal pulses of the thermally pulsing Super-
AGB for the 7, 8, and 9.3 M models with primordial Z. Lower panels show the temporal evolution of the convective envelope (grey) and of the inner convective shells (the ones
associatedwith C flashes are shown in blue, and the one associatedwith He-burning and gravothermal energy release during the dredge-out episode of the 9.3 M model is shown
in vermilion). We also show the evolution of the mass location of the HBS (orange) and the HeBS (green). Middle panels show the evolution of the luminosities from H-, He-, and
C-burning together with neutrino losses (LH, LHe, LC, and Lν , respectively). Upper panels show the evolution of surface mass fractions (Zsurf) of C, N, and O.
formation of a C convective shell. As a comparison, the 6.7 M521
model experiences C-burning briefly and ineffectively, with asso-522
ciatedmaximum luminosities of only a few hundred L, without C523
convective shells, and resulting in a practically unaltered CO core.524
The highest mass for which a primordial star experiences the525
Super-AGB phase is ∼ 9.7 M. This model ignites C very close to526
the centre, in conditions of degeneracy much milder than those of527
the 6.8 M model. Note that the lowest initial mass for the occur-528
rence of central C ignition does not correspond to the upper mass529
threshold for the occurrence of Super-AGB stars. Instead, some530
stars may ignite C centrally, develop a brief inefficient Ne-burning531
phase, and continue their lives as thermally pulsing Super-AGB532
stars.533
3.2. Mixing episodes prior to the thermally pulsing AGB or534
Super-AGB phase535
Prior to the thermal pulsing phase, a variety of mixing processes536
enrich the stellar surface in metals. The present work focuses537
on intermediate-mass evolution and thus, in the following sub-538
sections, we describe the second dredge-up and the dredge-out539
episodes. However, it is also appropriate to mention the occur-540
rence of a PIE during the core He flash, located at the tip of541
the RGB for low-mass stars (MZAMS <∼ 1.3 M). PIEs result from542
rapid ingestion of protons into high-temperature regions, typically543
regions where He-burning is active. Through their modelling of544
a low-mass primordial star, D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1982) origi-545
nally speculated that these types of events may occur. This was546
confirmed by Fujimoto, Iben, & Hollowell (1990) and Hollowell547
et al. (1990) and has been studied regularly since then (e.g. Cassisi, 548
Castellani, & Tornambe 1996; Fujimoto et al. 2000; Schlattl et al. 549
2001; Picardi et al. 2004; Campbell & Lattanzio 2008; Mocák et al. 550
2010; Suda & Fujimoto 2010; Lugaro et al. 2012; Cruz, Serenelli, 551
& Weiss 2013; and references therein). Even though they share 552
common features, the DCFs that occur at the tip of the RGB 553
are different from the dual shell flashes (DSFs) that develop in 554
intermediate-mass stars at later times during the thermally pulsing 555
AGB, and involve He-convective zones associated with thermal 556
pulses (see Section 3.3). For the sake of clarity, the relevant mass 557
ranges and the different nomenclature for various mixing events 558
are shown in Figure 5. 559
3.2.1. The Second Dredge-Up 560
For stars of initial metallicity Z <∼ 10−3 the first ascent of the giant 561
branch occurs after the exhaustion of central He. In a normal sec- 562
ond dredge-up episode, the envelope expansion is accompanied 563
by the formation of a deep convective envelope, able to penetrate 564
the He core. This second dredge-up episode results in envelope 565
enrichment of 4He, 14N, and 13C, and depletion in 12C and, to 566
a lesser extent, 16O. In the case of primordial to Z = 10−8 stars, 567
many models experience primarily an increase in the 12C and 16O 568
surface abundances [see Lau, Stancliffe, & Tout (2009) and refer- 569
ences therein]. Although the changes to the surface composition 570
are similar, they are driven by different processes. 571
For the lowest metallicities, there is a relatively low entropy 572
barrier and a higher compactness and temperature. In partic- 573
ular, the high temperatures in the HBS (near 108 K) allow the 574
occurrence of the 3α reaction within this shell [see, for instance, 575












Figure 5. Schematic view of mixing episodes in metal-poor stars. The grey areas show the location of convective zones in the mass coordinate Mr versus time, the purple line
shows the outer limit of the H-exhausted core (defined as the mass coordinate where the H mass fraction drops below 10−6), and the green line shows the location of the HeBS.
Upper panels show the different nomenclature used to refer to the mixing phenomena. The upper left panel shows the dual core flash (DCF) (Schlattl et al. 2001; Picardi et al.
2004; Campbell & Lattanzio 2008) or He-flash driven deepmixing event at the tip of the RGB (Suda & Fujimoto 2010). The uppermiddle panel shows the DSF (Campbell & Lattanzio
2008) or He-flash driven deepmixing event at the AGB (Suda & Fujimoto 2010), also named C injection by Siess et al. (2002). The upper right panel shows the He-flash-driven deep
mixing event at the AGB (Suda & Fujimoto 2010), or proton ingestion (Chieffi et al. 2001, Lau et al. 2008, Cristallo et al. 2009 and Siess et al. 2002). The lower left panel shows a
standard second dredge-up episode (SDU), the lower middle panel shows a corrosive second dredge-up episode (CSDU), and the lower right panel shows a dredge-out episode
(DO) (Gil-Pons et al. 2013). The orders of magnitude of the duration of the convective shell episodes and their sizes are given, as well as the orders of magnitude of the duration of
the entire SDU and CSDU.
Chieffi et al. (2001)]. When this material is engulfed by convection576
and dredged to the surface, it results in increases in the abundance577
of 12C and 16O. Even though the result in terms of surface compo-578
sition is similar (an increase in 12C and 16O), we should distinguish579
this type of hot second dredge-up episode from the corrosive sec-580
ond dredge-up reported for the more massive Z = 10−5 stars in581
Gil-Pons et al. (2013) (see Figure 5). In the corrosive second582
dredge-up, the base of the convective envelope is able to dredge583
up material from the CO core. The corrosive second dredge-up584
is actually present for initial masses >∼ 8 M in the metallicity585
range from primordial to Z = 10−4, but also up to solar metallicity586
in narrower mass ranges (Doherty et al. 2015). Note that during587
this event the He-burning shell (HeBS) remains active, with a He588
luminosity of a few thousands L.589
Lau et al. (2009) presented detailed post-second dredge-up590
surface abundances of intermediate-mass stars (2–6M) of metal-591
licities between Z = 10−8 and Z = 10−4. They found a very mild592
enrichment in their 10−8 ≤ Z ≤ 10−7 models for MZAMS <∼ 5 M593
but a significant pollution (up to Zsurf ∼ 10−6) for their 6 M594
model. In the metallicity range 10−6 ≤ Z ≤ 10−4 the largest sur-595
face enhancement occurred for models with 3 M ≤MZAMS ≤596
5 M. This metal pollution is due to the hot second dredge-597
up described above. Additionally, Lau et al. (2009) showed that598
the implementation of overshooting below the envelope [treated 599
as in Schroder, Pols, & Eggleton (1997), with δov = 0.12] further 600
increased second dredge-up efficiency, and they calculated the 601
corresponding surface abundances. 602
A summary of surface abundances after second dredge-up 603
obtained by different authors is presented in Figure 6. We also 604
present the resulting core masses and surface metal abundances 605
obtained with MONSTAR, after the second dredge-up, corro- 606
sive second dredge-up, or dredge-out (explained in the next 607
subsection). Note that the primordial 3 M model does not 608
undergo a second dredge-up episode. Note also that the precise 609
initial metallicity for the primordial cases in our example models 610
(Z = 10−10) is different in the models from the literature (Z = 0 611
strictly). 612
The details of the treatment of convective boundaries and mix- 613
ing are particularly critical for the second dredge-up and the later 614
evolution and fate of primordial to EMP SIMS of MZAMS >∼ 7– 615
9 M. Stellar models which implement the strict Schwarzschild 616
criterion undergo a rather mild second dredge-up (Suda & 617
Fujimoto 2010), whereas the inclusion of overshooting produces 618
a higher surface enrichment [see Chieffi et al. (2001); Siess et al. 619
(2002)]. The calculations with MONSTAR presented in this work, 620
which implement a treatment of convection that includes the 621
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Figure 6. Upper panel: second dredge-up episode enrichments for primordial to Z =
10−5 model stars. Solid lines correspond to models computed with MONSTAR. Xsurf rep-
resents the sum of the mass fraction of all species with atomic number ≥ 6. Note that
primordial models in this case have been computed with ZZAMS = 10−10 (see text for
details). The primordial models by other authors use ZZAMS = 0. Bottom panel: size of
the H-exhausted coreMc at the end of the second dredge-up.
search for neutrality (Lattanzio 1986; Frost & Lattanzio 1996), also622
lead to a moderately high enrichment in surface metals.623
In the case of Super-AGB stars, second dredge-up occurs at dif-624
ferent stages of the C-burning phase for stars of different initial625
masses. For primordial to EMP stars up to ≈ 7 M (destined to626
become low-mass Super-AGB stars), it takes place before the first627
C flash, and its effects are relatively mild. As an example, the pri-628
mordial 7 M star envelope is enriched only up to a metallicity of629
Zsurf ∼ 10−6. Stars of higher initial mass have hotter He-exhausted630
cores and thus ignite C earlier. For instance, the 8M model expe-631
riences the corrosive second dredge-up after the first C flash. This632
is shown in the upper middle panel of Figure 4, in which the C633
surface abundance of the 8 M model peaks to values above 10−4634
shortly before the thermally pulsing Super-AGB begins. Finally,635
the envelopes of the most massive Super-AGB stars, such as the636
primordial 9.3 M in Figure 4, are only enriched at the end of the637
C-burning process, and shortly before the dredge-out occurs.638
3.2.2. Dredge-out episodes639
The most massive Super-AGB stars (>∼ 9.2 M for the primor-640
dial case and >∼ 8.8 M for the Z = 10−5 case) experience a type641
of PIE at the end of their C-burning phase, in which a convec-642
tive HeBS merges with the convective envelope. This so-called643
dredge-out process has been widely studied (Iben, Ritossa, &644
García-Berro 1997; Ritossa et al. 1999; Siess 2007; Gil-Pons et al.645
2013; Takahashi, Yoshida, & Umeda 2013; Doherty et al. 2015;646
Jones et al. 2016). During the dredge-out, protons are ingested in647
regions of temperatures >∼ 108 K, in which He-burning is active, 648
and thus a strong H flash develops. An example of a dredge-out 649
episode is shown in the right panels of Figure 4. The behaviour of 650
convective zones during this process is also outlined in Figure 5. 651
The H flashes associated with these PIEs are stronger for the high- 652
est initial mass cases (up to 1010 L for the primordial 9.5 M 653
model). From a nucleosynthetic point of view, they are able to 654
dredge out very significant amounts of C and O to the stellar 655
surface, whose metallicity increases from practically negligible to 656
values above Z = 10−3. It is also worth noticing (see Figure 6) that 657
the final surface metallicity Zsurf after the dredge-out is practically 658
the same for all metal-poor models, regardless of the initial Z. 659
Although dredge-out has been recognised since the 1990s, its 660
effects on the star, and especially the nucleosynthesis, are far from 661
well understood. This is primarily because the timescale for the 662
ingestion of protons is similar to that of the burning of the very 663
same protons. Jones et al. (2016) suggested that the vast amount 664
of energy that is generated in a very narrow region during the 665
H flash might lead to an important mass ejection, i.e. the event 666
may become hydrodynamical. This interesting hypothesis should 667
be checked by 3D hydrodynamical calculations. 668
3.3. Evolution during the thermally pulsing AGB and 669
Super-AGB phase 670
Once the main central burning stages are completed, 671
intermediate-mass stars become giants consisting of a degenerate 672
core (composed either of CO, CO-Ne, or ONe with a surrounding 673
thin CO shell), and a H-rich convective envelope. In either case 674
both the HBS and the HeBS become active and, as the HeBS 675
advances outwards and gets close enough to the HBS, a He 676
flash or thermal pulse ensues. This marks the beginning of the 677
thermally pulsing AGB or Super-AGB phase, in which steady 678
H-burning and unstable He-burning alternate to provide the 679
nuclear energy supply for the star. The thermally pulsing AGB 680
phase was recently described in detail in Karakas & Lattanzio 681
(2014), and in Doherty et al. (2017), who placed special emphasis 682
on the evolution of thermally pulsing Super-AGB stars. Besides 683
their characteristic double-shell burning, thermally pulsing AGB 684
and Super-AGB stars present additional features, such as the 685
formation of inner convective shells, which are a consequence of 686
the high and fast energy release occurring during each thermal 687
pulse. From a nucleosynthetic point of view, thermally AGB and 688
Super-AGB stars may experience the phenomena known as hot 689
bottom burning (HBB) and third dredge-up. 690
Primordial to EMP models of initial mass MZAMS >∼ 2− 3 M 691
may experience HBB (Siess et al. 2002; Lau et al. 2009; Constantino 692
et al. 2014). One should note, however, that the occurrence of HBB 693
as a function of initial mass in the primordial to Z = 10−8 cases 694
shows a peculiar behaviour, which will be analysed in the follow- 695
ing subsections. HBB is characterised by very high temperatures at 696
the base of the convective envelope, especially in metal-poor stars 697
that develop more massive cores than their metal-rich counter- 698
parts. The temperatures can reach extreme values >∼ 160× 106 K 699
and strongly impact the envelope composition (see Section 7). 700
The third dredge-up may occur after a thermal pulse and cor- 701
responds to the penetration of the convective envelope into the 702
intershell region that contains material previously processed by 703
He-burning. This third dredge-up causes surface enrichments in 704
3α products and has a direct impact on the fate of stars, as it 705
alters the core growth rate by repeatedly reducing the mass of 706
the H-exhausted core. The third dredge-up may actually stop 707
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the stellar core from reaching the Chandrasekhar mass during708
the thermally pulsing AGB or Super-AGB phase. Additionally,709
in EMP stars, the C surface enhancement caused by the third710
dredge-up may result in a significant increase in mass-loss rates.711
Unfortunately, the efficiency of this process and even its occur-712
rence is a matter of debate. Authors who computed and analysed713
the thermally pulsing AGB and Super-AGB of primordial stars of714
masses MZAMS >∼ 5 M either found quite efficient third dredge-715
up when using some degree of overshooting (Chieffi et al. 2001;716
Siess et al. 2002) or no third dredge-up at all when using the717
strict Schwarzschild criterion to determine the limits of convec-718
tion [see, for instance, Gil-Pons et al. (2007); Lau et al. (2008);719
Suda & Fujimoto (2010)], or even when applying some amount720
of overshooting (Gil-Pons et al. 2007).721
3.3.1. Do primordial and EMP AGB and Super-AGB stars experi-722
ence thermal pulses?723
Chieffi & Tornambe (1984) were the first to perform calculations724
beyond the main central burning stages of intermediate-mass pri-725
mordial stars. They considered a 5 M model which developed726
a 0.78 M degenerate core. Unlike similar models of higher ini-727
tial metallicities, their primordial star did not develop He flashes728
characteristic of the thermally pulsing AGB phase.729
Instead they found that He-burning proceeds steadily, and this730
behaviour was understood as a consequence of the higher temper-731
atures of the HBS. In the absence of CNO elements, H is burnt at732
much higher temperatures, allowing for simultaneous production733
of carbon via the 3α reactions, i.e. the 3α reactions are working734
simultaneously in the HBSs and HeBSs which therefore advance at735
a similar rate. The intershell region thus does not grow inmass and736
thermal pulses are inhibited. Interestingly, Chieffi & Tornambe737
(1984) realised that an envelope pollution as low as Zsurf ∼ 10−6738
was enough to reactivate the occurrence of thermal pulses.739
These results were accompanied and supported by the work of740
Fujimoto et al. (1984). They developed a semi-analytical model to741
study the general behaviour of the thermally pulsing AGB stars of742
the lowest metallicities. They considered the degenerate core mass743
and the envelope metallicity as key parameters of their analysis.744
It was established that stars hosting pristine envelopes drastically745
changed their behaviour when the core mass reached a critical746
value ofM∗1 = 0.73 M.747
This critical core mass corresponds to the transition between a748
HBS powered by the pp-chains (in low-mass stars) and the CNO749
cycles (inmoremassive stars). Stars with coremasses belowM∗1 are750
able to undergo He shell flashes, whereas those with more mas-751
sive degenerate cores develop steady He shell burning. Actually,752
above M∗1 the occurrence of thermal pulses depends on the enve-753
lope composition. As demonstrated by Fujimoto et al. (1984), if the754
CNO envelope mass fraction exceeds XCNO ∼ 10−8 then He shell755
flashes are present again. In the absence of (self-)pollution, it is756
therefore expected that most primordial intermediate-mass stars757
will end their lives as SNe. We will develop this point further in758
Section 5.759
The existence of thermal pulses in primordial stars was revis-760
ited by Fujimoto et al. (2000), Dominguez et al. (2000), and761
Chieffi et al. (2001). Unlike expectations from former works, these762
authors did obtain thermal pulses for stars of initial mass between763
5 and 8 M. Shortly afterwards Siess et al. (2002) presented ‘nor-764
mal’ thermally pulsing AGB stars of primordial metallicity. The765
reason for this behaviour is explained with further detail in the766
following subsections. Here we just mention that it is related to767
an increase in surface metallicities (Zsurf >∼ 10−6 − 10−5), either768
during the E-AGB, or during the first HeBS instabilities, and thus 769
the essential physics of the result by Fujimoto et al. (1984) and 770
Chieffi et al. (2001) still remained. 771
Later works by Suda et al. (2004), Lau et al. (2008, 2009), 772
Campbell & Lattanzio (2008), and Suda & Fujimoto (2010) on the 773
evolution of primordial and very metal-poor stars confirmed the 774
occurrence of thermal pulses. Gil-Pons et al. (2007) showed that, 775
even after an extremely inefficient second dredge-up, which led 776
to surface CNO abundances ∼ 10−9, thermal pulses still occurred. 777
Therefore primordial stars do experience thermal pulses, even 778
when their envelopes are just barely polluted during their E-AGB 779
phase. 780
3.3.2. Evolution as ‘normal’ thermally pulsing AGB and Super- 781
AGB stars 782
We have seen that ‘normal’ thermal pulses follow if the core mass 783
is lower than a critical value, or if the stellar envelope has been 784
enriched in metals above some critical amount. This enrichment 785
can arise from a previous DCF episode, an efficient second dredge- 786
up episode, or the occurrence of mixing events at the beginning of 787
the AGB or Super-AGB phase. This then leads to more or less effi- 788
cient third dredge-up and/or HBB, and the activation of relatively 789
strong stellar winds, which eventually allow the ejection of stellar 790
envelopes. Then we may say that such metal-poor stars behave as 791
‘normal’ thermally pulsing AGB and Super-AGB stars. Here we 792
describe the conditions for the occurrence of a ‘normal’ thermally 793
pulsing AGB or Super-AGB phase in primordial to EMP stars. 794
- DSF and C-ingestion events: 795
Models of initial mass 0.8 M <∼MZAMS <∼ 1.3 M and metal- 796
licity below ∼ 10−6 − 10−5 may experience one or several PIEs 797
during the thermally pulsing AGB phase. These PIEs are sim- 798
ilar to the DCF briefly outlined in Section 3: in a DSF the low 799
entropy barrier near the active burning regions allows the inner 800
He-convective shell to extend upwards, beyond the limits of 801
the H-exhausted core. This triggers a H flash and the devel- 802
opment of a small convective zone (see Figure 5) enriched in 803
carbon that later will be engulfed in the envelope, leading to 804
its metal enrichment. This phenomenon was studied in detail 805
with 1D hydrostatic codes by, e.g., Fujimoto et al. (1990, 2000), 806
Siess et al. (2002), Suda et al. (2004), Campbell & Lattanzio 807
(2008), Iwamoto (2009), and Suda & Fujimoto (2010). However, 808
as described inWoodward et al. (2015) a correct investigation of 809
these phenomena requires 3D hydrodynamics with high spatial 810
and temporal resolution. Campbell & Lattanzio (2008) found 811
that these DSF events occurred for initial masses 0.8 M <∼ 812
MZAMS <∼ 1.3 M. 813
Another PIE occurs at the beginning of the thermally pulsing 814
AGB phase for stars with masses >∼ 1.3 M. In this case, follow- 815
ing the development of an early pulse, a convective zone forms 816
in the H-rich shell and extends inward to penetrate into the 817
C-rich layers. This process was analysed by Chieffi et al. (2001), 818
who named it C ingestion. As we saw with the DCF, the nomen- 819
clature for these phenomena is quite heterogeneous. In Figure 5, 820
we present the schematic behaviour of convective zones during 821
DSF and C-ingestion episodes and show the different nomen- 822
clature used to refer to these phenomena. Note that Campbell 823
& Lattanzio (2008) also use the term DSF to refer to PIEs that 824
are initiated during a shell flash in stars of MZAMS > 1.3 M. 825
It should be noted that more metal-rich low-mass star models 826
with Z = 10−4 have been reported to experience PIEs without 827
the occurrence of dual flashes (Lugaro et al. 2012). 828
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Figure 7. First thermal pulses and DSFs of the thermally pulsing AGB phase of the 3 M
primordial model. Lower panel: evolution of the convective envelope (grey) and of
inner convective shells (blue), as well as the evolution of the mass of the H-exhausted
core (purple). Middle panel: evolution of the luminosities associated with H- and He-
burning (LH in blue and LHe in orange, respectively). Upper panel: evolution of surface
abundances of C (black), N (orange), and O (blue).
The occurrence of DSF or C-ingestion episodes always leads829
to surface enrichments up to values Zsurf ∼ 10−4 − 10−3. As a830
consequence, thermal pulses become stronger and stellar winds831
reach values more similar to those of higher metallicity ther-832
mally pulsing AGB stars. As an example, Figure 7 shows the833
evolution of a primordial 3 M star during the E-AGB and the834
first six thermal pulses. After a weak He pulse, the star devel-835
ops four consecutive DSFs that are able to highly enrich the836
stellar envelope in C, N, and O. Later on, this model star con-837
tinues its evolution similarly to a higher Z object of the same838
mass: it experiences the third dredge-up and ends its life as a839
white dwarf. It must be highlighted that DSFs may occur after840
the ignition of several mini-pulses or He-burning instabilities,841
which are too weak to allow for the formation of inner convec-842
tive shells. This was the case reported by Chieffi et al. (2001) and843
Siess et al. (2002) for their 4 and 5 M primordial metallicity844
models, respectively.845
- Efficient third dredge-up:846
As reviewed in the previous section, the occurrence of ther-847
mal pulses in EMP stars with core mass M >M∗1 depends on848
the metal content of the envelope. However, the ability of these849
pulses to drive a third dredge-up episode depends sensitively850
on the treatment of convective boundaries. The primordial851
metallicity intermediate-mass models from Chieffi et al. (2001)852
and Siess et al. (2002) were calculated using overshooting. In853
particular, Siess et al. (2002) presented results with difussive854
overshooting, as proposed in Freytag, Ludwig, & Steffen (1996)855
and Herwig et al. (1997). Chieffi et al. (2001) and Siess et al.856
(2002) reported efficient third dredge-up with positive feedback,857
which caused even further envelope pollution, stronger ther- 858
mal pulses, and thus even more efficient third dredge-up. As a 859
consequence, relatively strong stellar winds were expected from 860
their models. 861
The behaviour at somewhat higher metallicity (Z ∼ 10−6 and 862
Z ∼ 10−5) is also strongly model dependent. Gil-Pons et al. 863
(2013) and Lau et al. (2008) obtained efficient third dredge-up 864
without including overshooting. Note however that the Gil- 865
Pons et al. (2013) models use the algorithm devised by Frost 866
& Lattanzio (1996) to determine the convective boundaries. 867
On the other hand, Suda & Fujimoto (2010), using the strict 868
Schwarzschild criterion, did not report any third dredge-up 869
between 5 and 7 M approximately in the same metallicity 870
regime. 871
- Corrosive second dredge-up and dredge-out: 872
Primordial to Z = 10−8 stars of initial mass 7 M <∼MZAMS <∼ 873
9M experience a corrosive second dredge-up prior to the ther- 874
mally pulsing Super-AGB phase, and third dredge-up episodes 875
later on. Therefore their stellar envelopes are enriched in metals 876
(specially C and O) and, again, their evolution is more similar 877
to that of ‘normal’ thermally pulsing Super-AGB stars. Mass- 878
loss rates during the thermally pulsing Super-AGB for stars 879
with MZAMS >∼ 9 M are even higher (M˙ ∼ 10−5 M yr−1) as 880
a consequence of the dredge-out episode. 881
3.3.3. The cessation of thermal pulses 882
The occurrence of the second dredge-up is not enough to ensure 883
a standard thermally pulsing AGB or Super-AGB behaviour in 884
intermediate-mass stars. One of the most interesting and pecu- 885
liar features of primordial thermally pulsing AGB and Super-AGB 886
stars was presented by Lau et al. (2008). These authors described 887
the decrease in the intensity and the eventual disappearance of 888
thermal pulses in primordial 5 and 7 M models. Their results 889
can be explained by the narrowing of the He-rich intershell, which 890
reduces the amount of fuel, and by the higher temperature of 891
the intershell that increases the contribution of radiation to the 892
total pressure and make in this regime the 3-α reaction rate less 893
dependent on temperature (e.g. Siess 2007). As a consequence, 894
the thermal pulses are weaker and the corresponding expansion is 895
much more moderate than for higher metallicity stars [see Yoon, 896
Langer, & van der Sluys (2004), for a detailed analysis of the 897
stability criteria]. 898
The results for a similar calculation are presented in Figure 8, 899
for a primordial 6.5 M model, and in Figure 9, for a 4 M 900
model. In both cases we find, as did Lau et al. (2008), that our 901
thermal pulses decrease in intensity and eventually disappear. 902
Later on both H- and He-burning proceed quiescently, but other 903
interesting evolutionary events are encountered (Gutiérrez et al. 904
in preparation): a few 104 years after the disappearance of thermal 905
pulses, when the core mass is ∼ 1.05 M, the temperature at the 906
base of the convective envelope reaches 100× 106 K, and the 3α 907
reactions are also activated at the base of the convective envelope, 908
which causes a mild increase of 12C at the stellar surface, even 909
when no third dredge-up is active. This increase in envelope 910
metallicity may eventually boost unstable He-burning and trigger 911
third dredge-up if, as expected by Komiya et al. (2007), this 912
phenomenon happens above a critical Z. Therefore at this point, 913
the possibility of reaching a critical metallicity, as proposed in 914
Fujimoto et al. (1984), cannot yet be discarded for models which 915
experience the re-onset of thermal pulses. This might drive a 916
new series of stronger thermal pulses and a significant envelope 917
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Figure 8. Left panel: H- andHe-burning luminosities (LH in orange, and LHe in blue, respectively) during the thermally pulsing AGB phase of a 6.5 M star of primordial composition.





Figure 9. Summary of the evolution during the thermally pulsing AGB phase of the
4 M primordial metallicity model. Panel a) shows the evolution of H- and He-burning
luminosities (LH in orange and LHe in blue, respectively), and the surface luminos-
ity (L) in grey. Panel b) shows the evolution of the temperature at the base of the
convective envelope. Panel c) shows the evolution of mass-loss rates, and Panel
d) shows the evolution of surface abundances of 12C (black), 14N (orange), and 16O
(blue).
enrichment in carbon which, itself, might drastically enhance the 918
mass-loss rates. It is interesting to note that the phenomena of 919
the cessation and re-onset of thermal pulsations, with a different 920
anatomy from standard thermally pulsing AGB pulses, is also 921
encountered with the code MESA [see Paxton et al. (2018) and ref- 922
erences therein]. These new thermal pulsations have luminosities 923
which, even at their local maximum values, are about one order 924
of magnitude lower than the luminosity from H-burning, which 925
also develops through pulsations (see Figure 9). According to our 926
calculations, the range of masses for which primordial stars are 927
expected to develop thermal pulses and end (or temporarily halt) 928
them is between∼ 4 and∼ 7M, when using the stellar wind pre- 929
scriptions by either Vassiliadis &Wood (1993), or Bloecker (1995) 930
with η = 0.01. Stars of Z = 10−8 proceed through the thermally 931
pulsing AGB or Super-AGB phase in a way very similar to that of 932
primordial objects, that is, they also experience the end of thermal 933
pulses, but in a narrower mass range (between ∼ 5 and ∼ 7 M). 934
3.3.4. Evolution as a function of mass andmetallicity 935
Figure 10 summarizes the expected main characteristics of the late 936
evolutionary stages of stars between 3 and 10 M, from approx- 937
imately primordial Z to log Z = −3.5. These results correspond 938
to a set of calculations obtained with similar versions of the same 939
code (MONSTAR) and using similar input physics. It must be noted 940
that the inclusion of different input physics, especially very dif- 941
ferent mass-loss rates due to stellar winds, different definitions 942
of the convective boundaries, or fast rotation, would alter the 943
locations of the quoted regions. For instance, the limits of the dif- 944
ferent evolutionary regions proposed by Fujimoto et al. (2000), 945
Suda et al. (2004), and Suda & Fujimoto (2010) do not coin- 946
cide with the ones shown in Figure 10, but the existence of these 947
regions and their dependence on initial mass and metallicity are 948
reproduced. In particular, Suda & Fujimoto (2010) find a wider 949
initial metallicity interval in which no third dredge-up is occur- 950
ring, probably because they used the strict Schwarzschild criterion 951
(with no modifications) for their calculations. Even though they 952
did not follow the advanced thermally pulsing AGB or Super-AGB 953
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Figure 10. Approximate classification of primordial to very metal-poor models in the MZAMS–log Z plane, according to the main characteristics of their late evolution. Models to
the right of the green dotted line experience C-burning. Models to the right of the green dashed line experience HBB. DCF refers to dual core flash, DSF to dual shell flash, DO to
dredge-out, TDU to third dredge up, and CSDU to corrosive second dredge-up. See text for further details.
phase, we could expect that such models would end up experi-954
encing a cessation of thermal pulses (our grey region). On the955
other hand, according to the results from Chieffi et al. (2001) and956
Siess et al. (2002), which implemented overshooting, the grey area957
corresponding to the cessation of thermal pulses would proba-958
bly disappear. The reason is that their models experience third959
dredge-up, stronger thermal pulses, and overall, a thermally puls-960
ing AGB or Super-AGB phase more similar to that of higher961
Z stars.962
4. The main input physics andmodel uncertainties963
4.1. The efficiency of third dredge-up964
The correct determination of convective boundaries is critical965
in many stages of stellar evolution. Here we focus on the third966
dredge-up, which is of prime importance for the evolution and967
fates of the lowest metallicity intermediate-mass stars.968
The efficiency of the third dredge-up is a long-standing969
unknown in thermally pulsing Super-AGB calculations.970
Regardless of the initial metallicity, the third dredge-up is971
intimately related to the treatment of convective boundaries.972
Models which implement the strict Schwarzschild criterion either973
experience a less-efficient or no third dredge-up at all (Siess 2007;974
Gil-Pons et al. 2007; Lau et al. 2008). On the other hand, models975
that either implement a modification of the Schwarzschild limit,976
such as the attempt to search for convective neutrality [see Frost &977
Lattanzio (1996) and the discussion at the beginning of Section 3],978
or overshooting (Herwig, Blöcker, & Schönberner 1999; Chieffi979
et al. 2001; Siess et al. 2002) usually find efficient third dredge-up980
[see, for instance, Herwig (2000), Herwig (2004), Cristallo et al. 981
(2009), and Karakas (2010)]. 982
The efficiency of the third dredge-up also depends on the 983
strength of the thermal pulses, because strong pulses drive fur- 984
ther expansion and cooling of the regions below the base of the 985
convective envelope. This cooling increases the opacity and thus 986
produces a deeper inward progression of convection. 987
At least for relatively low-mass and higher metallicity objects, 988
the effects of the third dredge-up on surface composition can 989
be compared with observations, and thus allow some calibration 990
(e.g. Marigo, Girardi, & Bressan 1999; Girardi & Marigo 2003). In 991
the case of EMP stars, the occurrence of third dredge-up can be 992
derived from the presence of s-process elements in the surface of 993
unevolved C-enhanced EMP stars. The difficulty in reliably deter- 994
mining the third dredge-up efficiency limits our knowledge of the 995
final fates, since the third dredge-up not only alters the metal con- 996
tent of the envelope, but also determines the core growth rate,f and 997
the mass-loss rates due to stellar winds. Herwig (2004), Goriely & 998
Siess (2004), and Lau et al. (2009) reported the occurrence of a 999
‘hot third dredge-up’, which occurs at envelope temperatures so 1000
high that some C may be transformed into N during the process. 1001
During a hot third dredge-up the convective envelope is able to 1002
erode most of or, in some cases, even the entire intershell, and 1003
reach the CO core. Furthermore, the depth of third dredge-up 1004
determines the composition of the envelope which determines 1005
the local opacity, which feeds back onto the depth of dredge-up. 1006
fA large amount of overshooting at the boundaries of He-flash-driven convective
zones may lead to a decrease in CO core size and to an enhancement in third dredge-up
efficiency (Herwig 2000). Whether this effect is real remains to be determined.
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The envelope composition also has a substantial effect on the mass1007
loss. We will consider it in subSection 4.3.1008
Finally, it is important to recall the relevance of numerics1009
in these evolutionary calculations. As reported by Chieffi et al.1010
(2001), changing the time step or spatial resolution may affect the1011
advance of the convective envelope into C-rich regions.1012
4.2. The effect of different sources of opacities: molecular1013
opacities and dust1014
In the low-temperature regime (T <∼ 5000 K), molecules and1015
dust are the main sources of opacity. Low-temperature opac-1016
ities were traditionally calculated under the assumption of a1017
scaled solar composition [see, for instance, Alexander (1975) and1018
Ferguson et al. (2005)] and thus could not account for the envelope1019
abundance variations caused by the second and third dredge-up1020
episodes and by HBB. This important drawback was alleviated1021
either by interpolating within existing opacity tables to account for1022
the CN molecule (Scalo & Ulrich 1975), or variable C abundances1023
(Bessell et al. 1989), or by calculating new opacity tables with vari-1024
able C/O ratios, such as Alexander, Rypma, & Johnson (1983) and1025
Lucy, Robertson, & Sharp (1986).1026
The effects of variable composition low-temperature opaci-1027
ties in evolutionary calculations were highlighted by the synthetic1028
models of Marigo (2002), and then in the detailed AGB models1029
of Cristallo et al. (2007), Weiss & Ferguson (2009), Ventura &1030
Marigo (2009), Ventura & Marigo (2010), Fishlock et al. (2014),1031
and Constantino et al. (2014). The latter authors used the opac-1032
ity tables in AESOPUS (Lederer & Aringer 2009; Marigo & Aringer1033
2009) and concluded that, regardless of their original metallic-1034
ity, all model calculations of initial mass <∼ 3 M should include1035
changes in the surface composition and their effect on opacity1036
because, even at very low metallicities, models were able to effi-1037
ciently dredge up metals to the surface and significantly alter1038
their surface composition. In general the consequences of includ-1039
ing variable composition low-temperature effects include higher1040
opacity values, larger radii, lower surface temperatures, and higher1041
mass-loss rates. As a consequence, the thermally pulsing AGB or1042
Super-AGB phase is shorter, the third dredge-up is less efficient1043
(there are fewer thermal pulses), and HBB is less efficient (when it1044
occurs).1045
Until very recently, dust in the most metal-poor AGB stars1046
was assumed to be practically non-existent (Di Criscienzo et al.1047
2013), and thus an almost irrelevant source of opacity compared1048
to molecules. However, recent work by Tashibu, Yasuda, & Kozasa1049
(2017) suggests that dust might form after envelope pollution1050
caused by the second dredge-up, by PIEs, and by the third dredge-1051
up. This additional source of opacity would further increase the1052
effects of the composition-dependent molecular opacities as stated1053
above.1054
It must be noted that for stars with Z <∼ 10−8 and initial masses1055
5 M <∼MZAMS <∼ 8 M that neither undergo a very efficient sec-1056
ond dredge-up, nor PIEs, nor a third dredge-up, the photosphere1057
is too hot to allow for the formation of carbon dust which,1058
according to Tashibu et al. (2017), occurs for Teff <∼ 3850 K.1059
4.3. Mass-loss rates1060
A very substantial source of uncertainty, which compromises our1061
knowledge of the final fate of the most metal-poor stars, is repre-1062
sented by stellar winds. It is known that intermediate-mass stars1063
of ‘normal’ metallicity lose their envelopes during their RGB and1064
(super-)AGB phases to become white dwarfs. The exceptions to 1065
this general behaviour are the most massive intermediate-mass 1066
objects, whose outcome may be either a white dwarf or an EC- 1067
SN. The situation is much more uncertain in the case of EMP 1068
stars. In general, stellar winds are controlled by different mech- 1069
anisms, such as radiation, pulsations, and dust formation, or pho- 1070
tospheric Alfvén waves, but a clear, self-consistent theory is still 1071
lacking. During the RGB, the standard choice was Reimers (1975) 1072
for a long time, but its shortcomings (related to the mechani- 1073
cal energy flux in the envelope, and to its dependence on the 1074
chromospheric height) prompted a revision of this prescription, 1075
which was addressed by Van Loon et al. (2005), Schröder & Cuntz 1076
(2005), and McDonald & Zijlstra (2015). With the new prescrip- 1077
tion by Schröder &Cuntz (2005), stellar winds agree with observed 1078
RGBmass-loss observations over a wide range of metallicities [see 1079
Schröder & Cuntz (2007)]. 1080
The driving mechanism of stellar winds during the E-AGB 1081
may still be well described by Schröder & Cuntz (2005), but when 1082
the superwind phase (M˙ >∼ 10−5 M yr−1) is reached during the 1083
thermally pulsing AGB, then alternative prescriptions based on 1084
pulsation-aided dust-driven winds must be considered. Vassiliadis 1085
& Wood (1993) established a direct relation between mass-loss 1086
rate and pulsation period after compiling COmicrowave observa- 1087
tions of AGB stars. Straniero, Gallino, & Cristallo (2006) proposed 1088
a new calibration for the mass-loss period relation, which gave 1089
results more similar to the prescription of Reimers (1975), with 1090
a multiplying constant which switched from 0.5 to 5 on the late 1091
thermally pulsing AGB. Bloecker (1995) presented a prescrip- 1092
tion based on the atmospheric calculations for Mira stars made 1093
by Bowen (1988). The mass-loss rates derived from these differ- 1094
ent approaches differ widely, with Bloecker (1995) rates being 1095
far higher than the rest (by a factor ∼ 100). We note that most 1096
calculations which use Bloecker’s prescription (even in works by 1097
Bloecker himself) tend to apply a multiplying constant η ∼ 0.01 1098
[see, for instance, Ventura & D’Antona (2010)], or η ∼ 0.1, as in 1099
Groenewegen & de Jong (1994). 1100
Mass-loss rates associated with pulsations in the case of the 1101
mostmetal-poor stars present twomain problems. First, according 1102
to the traditional perspective, pulsations in AGB and Super-AGB 1103
stars are induced by radiation pressure in dust grains which, 1104
in principle, are absent (or existing only in small amounts) in 1105
the lowest Z cases. Dust around stars can be produced in either 1106
carbon-rich or oxygen-rich chromospheres. Carbon is obviously 1107
required to form carbonaceous dust. This element can be both 1108
primary and produced in AGB stars (although not efficiently in 1109
some EMP stars). O, Si, Al, and Fe are required for dust pro- 1110
duction in O-rich environments, but substantial amounts of Si 1111
and Al cannot be produced in the most metal-poor AGB stars. 1112
Additionally, dust formation requires relatively low temperatures, 1113
whereas the most metal-poor stars are more compact and hotter 1114
than their higher Z counterparts. The second reason whymass loss 1115
is thought to be reduced at lower metallicity regimes is related to 1116
the pulsations themselves. From the theoretical pulsation model 1117
predictions from Wood (2011), it is expected that, in EMP AGB 1118
stars, the amplitude of stellar pulsations is lower, and hence strong 1119
pulsation-driven winds are inhibited. 1120
Interestingly, none of the wind rate prescriptions mentioned 1121
above has an explicit dependence on metallicity. Of course, 1122
the metallicity indirectly affects the mass-loss rates through its 1123
effect on surface luminosity, radius, and effective temperature. 1124
Influenced by considerations related to stellar winds of more 1125
massive (and hotter) stars, a metallicity scaling (Zsurf/Z)α was 1126
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introduced by Pauldrach, Kudritzi, & Puls (1989), where Zsurf is1127
the stellar surface abundance, and α is an exponent typically rang-1128
ing between 0.5 and 0.7. This scaling could account for the lower1129
mass-loss rates expected from the most metal-poor stars, but its1130
original justification was based on line-driven winds, which prob-1131
ably are not relevant for (super-)AGB stars, and limits its use to1132
intermediate-mass stellar models.1133
As a consequence of the former considerations, the earli-1134
est works on advanced evolution of the most metal-poor stars1135
assumed that stellar winds would be practically negligible. This1136
apparently solid hypothesis was first shaken when detailed mod-1137
els showed that various mixing episodes were able to efficiently1138
pollute stellar envelopes over a relatively wide mass range (see1139
Sections 3.2 and 4.1). Later, when the composition-dependent1140
low-temperature opacities were introduced, stellar wind rates1141
were dramatically enhanced, and the late evolutionary stages of1142
intermediate-mass stars in the low-mass range, MZAMS <∼ 3 M,1143
were shortened [Constantino et al. (2014) and references therein].1144
Additionally, the possibility of forming dust in these stars also1145
opened the possibility of very strong dust-driven winds as noted1146
by Tashibu et al. (2017). These winds might cause the loss of the1147
envelope in stars of initial mass below approximately 5 M.1148
Finally, because we expect low-temperature opacity effects1149
to be less important in stars with Z <∼ 10−8 and initial masses1150
5M <∼MZAMS <∼ 8M, stellar winds in these objects could still be1151
very low, and thus the characteristic thermally pulsing AGB and1152
Super-AGB evolution described in Section 3.3.3, with a thousand1153
or more thermal pulses and their eventual disappearance is still1154
expected.1155
4.4. Additional sources of uncertainties1156
4.4.1. The instability in the late thermally pulsing AGB and Super-1157
AGB phase1158
Lau et al. (2012) analysed the reasons why thermally pulsing AGB1159
and Super-AGB model calculations fail to converge while their1160
stellar envelopes are still relatively massive (Menv ∼ 0.1–3 M). A1161
sharp peak in the opacity, due to the presence of Fe-group ele-1162
ments, located near the base of the convective envelope causes an1163
accumulation of energy. This eventually leads to a departure from1164
hydrostatic equilibrium and to the halting of calculations. The1165
consequences of this instability are unclear: either theH-rich enve-1166
lope might be quickly ejected, or hydrostatic equilibrium might1167
be recovered after a fast envelope expansion. The lower Fe-peak1168
element abundance in EMP starsmight delay or hamper the occur-1169
rence of the instability, but this effect has not yet been studied in1170
detail.1171
4.4.2. Nuclear reaction rates1172
The most important reaction affecting the evolution of Super-1173
AGB stars is 12C(12C, α)20Ne. Straniero, Piersanti, & Cristallo1174
(2016) recently analysed the effects of taking into account an1175
increase in this reaction rate, attributed to a possible resonance1176
in the 1.3–1.7 MeV range that is expected from extrapolation of1177
experimental data (Spillane et al. 2007). According to Straniero1178
et al. (2016), the effects of this modified reaction rate would be1179
a decrease of ∼2 M in the lower initial mass threshold for C1180
ignition, and a similar variation in the lower mass threshold for1181
the formation of an iron core leading to a CC SN. As a conse-1182
quence, and regardless of the initial metallicity, the SN rate would1183
be altered. These authors also analysed the effects of varying the1184
important but highly uncertain rate of the 12C(α, γ )16O reac- 1185
tion, but did not find significant effects on the mass thresholds 1186
mentioned above. 1187
New experimental determinations of the rate of 1188
12C(12C, α)20Ne and 12C(12C, p)23Na by Tumino et al. (2018) 1189
have reported an increase in the rate of ∼ 10 over the standard 1190
rates by Caughlan & Fowler (1988) in the range 0.5− 1.2× 109 K. 1191
These new rates, published in the late stages of the writing of this 1192
review, may have profound effects on the evolution of Super-AGB 1193
and massive stars and change the initial mass thresholds for the 1194
different fates of stars. 1195
4.4.3. Rotation 1196
The effects of rotation on the evolution of intermediate-mass 1197
metal-poor stars have not been extensively studied, but there is 1198
no reason to assume that it is not significant. In fact, metal- 1199
poor models are more compact and, thus, probably experience 1200
higher rotation rates than their higher metallicity counterparts 1201
[see, for instance, Meynet (2007) and Ekström et al. (2008)]. 1202
Hydrodynamical instabilities associated with meridional circula- 1203
tion and shear instability are expected to enhance mixing effi- 1204
ciency between the H-exhausted core and the envelope (Heger, 1205
Langer, & Woosley 2000; Maeder & Meynet 2001; Meynet & 1206
Maeder 2002; Chieffi & Limongi 2013), especially at low metal- 1207
licities. Therefore, it has important consequences in terms of 1208
nucleosynthesis. 1209
In terms of stellar final fates, it is important to consider that 1210
rotation may affect mass-loss rates due to stellar winds (Heger 1211
et al. 2000). Farmer et al. (2015) found a very limited effect of 1212
rotation on the lower initial mass threshold for C ignition (at 1213
least when overshooting was included), although their analysis was 1214
restricted to solar metallicity models. Decressin et al. (2009) com- 1215
puted intermediate-mass models with rotation in the metallicity 1216
range covered by globular clusters. They concluded that rotation 1217
favoured CNO surface pollution during dredge-up episodes, and 1218
thus higher metallicity ejecta during the thermally pulsing AGB. 1219
Rotation affects many critical processes, such as mass-loss rates 1220
and transport of matter within stars. These transport mechanisms 1221
certainly interact with those already known to exist even in non- 1222
rotating stars. These facts led Chieffi & Limongi (2013) to point 1223
out that a general solution to many discrepancies between obser- 1224
vations and theoretical models might be found in a consistent 1225
treatment of rotation, rather than in separately tuning the effects 1226
of overshooting, or different mass-loss rate prescriptions. 1227
4.4.4. Binarity 1228
Many observed EMP stars belong to, or may be descendants of, 1229
stars that experienced binary interactions. Therefore, it is impor- 1230
tant to highlight that a complete understanding of the evolution 1231
and nucleosynthesis of EMP stars should take these interactions 1232
into account. However, binarity can completely change the char- 1233
acteristics of the evolution and the fates of stars. Besides, the 1234
associated uncertainties add to (and are often entangled with) 1235
those of single EMP stars. A complete summary of the effects and 1236
uncertainties related to binarity would be a matter for a separate 1237
review and will not be discussed here. 1238
5. Final fates of primordial and EMP stars 1239
The fate of stars that enter the thermally pulsing AGB or Super- 1240
AGB phase depends on the competing effects of core growth and 1241
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Figure 11. Approximate regions defining the expected final fates for models of metal-
licity values between primordial and log Z = −3.5, in the initialmass–metallicity plane.
Upper panels show the expected final fates according to Fujimoto et al. (1984). The
middle panel presents the final fates according to the evolution described in Figure 10.
The region between the dotted lines represents the possible SN I1/2 region derived
from the work of Suda & Fujimoto (2010). The lower panel presents the predicted final
fates under the assumption that actual stellar winds in our models behave as those of
‘normal’ metal-rich stars.
mass-loss rate by stellar winds. If the core is able to reach MCh1242
before the envelope is lost, the star will become either an SN I1/21243
(Arnett 1969; Iben & Renzini 1983) if it hosts a CO core, or an1244
EC-SN, if it has an ONe core (Miyaji et al. 1980; Nomoto 1984,1245
1987). If MCh is never reached, the star ends its life as a white1246
dwarf. Both the core growth and mass-loss rates are based on the1247
poorly known input physics described in Section 4, which makes1248
the determination of stellar final fates uncertain, especially at the1249
lowest Z regime.1250
5.1. Themass limits Mup, Mn, and Mmas as functions of the1251
metallicity1252
In discussing the final fates of intermediate-mass stars it is conve-1253
nient to use the standard nomenclature:1254
• Mup: the minimum initial mass required to burn carbon suffi-1255
ciently to develop an associated inner convective shell;1256
• Mn: the minimum initial mass that leads to an EC-SN; 1257
• Mmas: the minimum initial mass that forms a CC SN (see 1258
Figure 11). 1259
Mup is mainly controlled by the maximum size of the con- 1260
vective core during central H-burning and by the efficiency of 1261
the second dredge-up. Different calculations, with different input 1262
physics and initial metallicities ranging between EMP and solar 1263
values, yield Mup values ranging between 5 M (Tornambe & 1264
Chieffi 1986; Cassisi & Castellani 1993; Girardi et al. 2000) and 1265
9 M (Siess 2007). The general trend with metallicity is the 1266
increase of Mup with Z, with a minimum Mup between Z = 10−4 1267
(Siess 2007) and Z = 10−3 (Becker & Iben 1979; Castellani et al. 1268
1985; Umeda et al. 1999; Girardi et al. 2000; Bono et al. 2000; 1269
Ibeling & Heger 2013; Doherty et al. 2015). 1270
As shown in Doherty et al. (2010), models that are just above 1271
Mup ignite carbon in the very external shells of the CO core but the 1272
combustion quenches and cannot proceed to the centre. The stel- 1273
lar core then presents an atypical structure with a degenerate CO 1274
core surrounded by a thin layer of Ne and O. These failed Super- 1275
AGB stars develop so-called hybrid CO–Ne cores and, according 1276
to Doherty et al. (2015), lie in a mass interval∼ 0.1M wide above 1277
Mup. This mass interval can increase to 1.4 M (Chen et al. 2014), 1278
or even disappear (Brooks et al. 2016), when different treatments 1279
of convective boundaries are implemented. 1280
Mmas ranges between 8 M and 11.5 M (Poelarends et al. 1281
2008) and its behavior as a function of metallicity is similar to 1282
that ofMup. The mass interval betweenMn andMmas corresponds 1283
to the initial mass values over which EC-SNe form, and accord- 1284
ing to the latest calculations it is about 0.1–0.2 M wide (Doherty 1285
et al. 2015). These results are in contrast to those from Poelarends 1286
(2007), who obtained an increasingly wide initial mass interval 1287
with decreasing Z for the occurrence of EC-SNe, and the conclu- 1288
sion that all Super-AGB stars having Z = 10−5 would end their 1289
lives as EC-SNe. The reason for these variations is the use of 1290
different input physics, especially different prescriptions for the 1291
mass-loss rates. Doherty et al. (2015) used the prescription by 1292
Vassiliadis & Wood (1993) with no additional dependence on the 1293
envelope metallicity. In contrast Poelarends (2007) used the mass- 1294
loss prescription by Van Loon et al. (2005) with the previously 1295
discussed metallicity scaling included. In summary, there are large 1296
variations in the different determinations of Mup, Mn, and Mmas. 1297
This means that there are substantial uncertainties in the initial 1298
mass interval for the occurrence of EC-SNe. This reflects the sen- 1299
sitivity of these quantities to uncertainties in the input physics 1300
and prescriptions for convection, which are at present unavoid- 1301
able. Finally it should be noted that, whilst the final fates of stars 1302
with Z >∼ 10−4 have been widely explored, only a few models at the 1303
lowest Z regimes have been analysed. 1304
5.2. The formation of SNe I1/2 1305
Zijlstra (2004) considered the reasoned assumption that stellar 1306
winds in themostmetal-poor regimewere very weak (Wood 2011) 1307
and proposed that intermediate-mass stars with MZAMS <Mup, 1308
i.e. those hosting CO cores during their thermally pulsing phase, 1309
could become SNe I1/2 (Arnett 1969; Iben & Renzini 1983). 1310
Poelarends (2007) performed detailed calculations of 1311
intermediate-mass (and a few massive) stars up to the E-AGB and 1312
Super-AGB, in order to obtain information about their envelope 1313
enrichment just after the second dredge-up and, especially, to 1314
get starting masses for their parameterised thermally pulsing 1315
phase. This parametric approach was then used to analyse the 1316
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subsequent model evolution and determine their final fates. The1317
third dredge-up was parameterised as in Karakas, Lattanzio, &1318
Pols (2002) and different prescriptions for mass-loss rates due to1319
stellar winds were used (Vassiliadis & Wood 1993; Bloecker 1995;1320
Van Loon et al. 2005). Their favoured parameterisation included1321
the mass-loss prescription by Van Loon et al. (2005) with an1322
additional metallicity scaling from Pauldrach et al. (1989). Besides1323
the occurrence of EC-SNe for all Super-AGB stars of Z ∼ 10−51324
mentioned above, Poelarends (2007) concluded that SN I1/21325
could form for initial masses between 6 M and 6.4 M, and that1326
stars with MZAMS < 6 M would end up as CO-white dwarfs.1327
These authors did not actually present detailed calculations below1328
Z ≈ 10−5.1329
Lau et al. (2008) presented calculations of the evolution of pri-1330
mordial 5 and 7 M models, whose thermal pulses lost strength1331
and halted. The 7 M model had experienced about 1400 pulses1332
(see Section 3.3), and at the time of their cessation, it hosted a very1333
low-metallicity envelope (Zsurf ∼ 10−6). During the subsequent1334
evolution, thermal pulses never recovered, and the degenerate core1335
grew up to 1.36 M. At that point the star was still surrounded by1336
a H-rich envelope and the physical conditions at the centre were1337
very similar to those of a white dwarf belonging to a binary sys-1338
tem just prior to an SN Ia explosion. By analogy with SNe Ia,1339
C-burning under these conditions is not expected to lead to the1340
formation of an ONe core but instead to the complete destruction1341
of the star. This led the authors to conclude that their model of1342
7 M primordial star will produce an SN I1/2.1343
The cessation of thermal pulses is found by various codes for1344
models with MZAMS approximately between 4 and 7 M at pri-1345
mordial Z, and for models with MZAMS approximately between 51346
and 7 M at Z = 10−8.1347
Using a parametric model to complement their detailed evo-1348
lutionary calculations, Lau et al. (2008) explored the possible1349
outcomes of their models assuming a constant core growth rate1350
and different mass-loss rate prescriptions: specifically, Reimers1351
(1975), Bloecker (1995), and Schröder & Cuntz (2005) both with1352
and without metallicity scaling. The final fates of the considered1353
stars were independent of the tested wind prescriptions, but were1354
affected by the Z scaling: a small Z scaling expressed as (Z/Z)0.51355
allowed the model to become an SN I1/2.1356
The models presented by Suda & Fujimoto (2010) also showed1357
the existence of a region in the initial mass–initial metallicity1358
plane where third dredge-up does not develop (see Section 3.3.4).1359
This fact together with the absence of a previous efficient sec-1360
ond dredge-up allows us to infer that the expected final fate of1361
these models might also be an SN I1/2. The summary for the1362
expected final fates according to different calculations (and input1363
physics assumptions) is shown in Figure 11. It emphasises the huge1364
limitations in our knowledge of the fates of many EMP stars.1365
It is also important to realise that the calculations of models1366
leading to the cessation of thermal pulses and, eventually, to1367
the formation of SNe I1/2 were performed without including1368
composition-dependent low-temperature opacities. In princi-1369
ple, it should not drastically alter these results, as the envelope1370
metallicity at the onset of thermal pulses is very low (Zsurf ∼ 10−61371
in STARS, Zsurf <∼ 10−8 in MONSTAR, and Zsurf <∼ 10−7 in MESA).1372
Besides, the recently found phenomenon of the re-onset of1373
thermal pulses (Gutiérrez et al. in preparation) might completely1374
change the picture concerning the occurrence of SNe I1/2. The1375
reason is that, together with the new pulses, significant envelope1376
enrichment and much more efficient winds could develop. This1377
might prevent the core mass from reaching MCh before the1378
envelope is completely lost.1379
The comparison between the former models (Lau et al. 2008, 1380
2009) and the works by Chieffi et al. (2001) and Siess et al. 1381
(2002) illustrates the importance of the efficiency of the dredge-up 1382
episodes and, ultimately, of the treatment of convective bound- 1383
aries. Thermally pulsing Super-AGB models of intermediate-mass 1384
stars presented by Chieffi et al. (2001) and Siess et al. (2002) that 1385
implemented diffusive overshooting show somewhat higher enve- 1386
lope metallicity after the second dredge-up and, most importantly, 1387
do experience an efficient third dredge-up. Thus they are able to 1388
drive stronger thermal pulses and moderately high stellar winds. 1389
Even though these authors did not follow the evolution until the 1390
end of the thermally pulsing AGB or Super-AGB, one could rea- 1391
sonably expect that their model stars would end their lives as white 1392
dwarfs. 1393
In terms of applications of these models, Matteucci & 1394
Tornambe (1985) considered the effects of taking into account 1395
SNe I1/2 in galactic chemical evolution. Tsujimoto & Shigeyama 1396
(2006) interpreted the composition of low α− and n-capture ele- 1397
ment EMP stars in terms of the existence of SN I1/2 progenitors 1398
(they named these objects SNe IIIa). Suda et al. (2013) investigated 1399
the occurrence of SNe I1/2 in their analysis of the transition of the 1400
IMF using binary population synthesis. 1401
5.3. The formation of EC-SNe 1402
Super-AGB stars whose ONe cores grow up to Mcore = 1.37 M 1403
(Miyaji et al. 1980; Nomoto 1984; Nomoto 1987) reach central 1404
densities high enough to make electron capture reactions energet- 1405
ically favourable. In the ONe core, the electrons are captured by 1406
24Mg, 23Na, and 20Ne, and with a reduction of the electron density, 1407
the degenerate core loses its pressure support and starts to con- 1408
tract rapidly. Oxygen eventually ignites and the core is converted 1409
into a mixture resulting from nuclear statistical equilibrium. The 1410
subsequent electron captures on these elements accelerate the col- 1411
lapse and an SN explosion supported by neutrino heating ensues 1412
(Kitaura, Janka, & Hillebrandt 2006). The most massive Super- 1413
AGB models are also able to ignite Ne off-centre at the end of the 1414
C-burning process. If the Ne-burning flame is quenched before 1415
reaching the centre, the star will also probably end its life as an 1416
EC-SN. The characteristics of Ne-burning in these peculiar stars 1417
strongly depend on the treatment of convective boundaries. The 1418
use of some convective boundary mixing may allow the occur- 1419
rence of Ne-burning through a series of flashes which eventually 1420
get stalled and allow the formation of an EC-SN. Models under- 1421
going this type of evolution have been named ‘failed massive’ 1422
stars (Jones et al. 2013; Jones, Hirschi, & Nomoto 2014). On the 1423
other hand, when using the strict Schwarzschild criterion, the 1424
Ne-burning flame reaches the centre and the star continues its 1425
evolution to become a CC SN. 1426
The lower and upper initial mass thresholds for the formation 1427
of EC-SNe (Mn and Mmas, respectively) for metallicities ≥ 10−5 1428
were discussed in detail by Doherty et al. (2017). Here we focus 1429
on the most metal-poor cases (Z <∼ 10−5). It is interesting to note 1430
from themiddle panel of Figure 11 that there is a gap in the EC-SN 1431
region between 8M andMn. That is, white dwarfs are expected to 1432
form in this mass range, even at the lowest metallicities.g This gap 1433
in the EC-SN region is caused by the occurrence of the corrosive 1434
gWe have artificially kept the notationMn to refer to theminimummass for stars which
become EC-SNe ‘after undergoing a corrosive second dredge-up’. Strictly speaking, Mn
also lies just above the upper limit for the formation of SNe I1/2 in the primordial and
Z = 10−8 cases. Our motivation for this choice of notation is the existence of a gap in
initial mass for the formation of EC-SNe and the continuity with the higher Z cases.
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Figure 12. Lower panel: masses of the ONe degenerate cores versus ZAMS masses
at the beginning of the thermally pulsing Super-AGB phase for the primordial and
Z = 10−5 cases. Siess (2007) results for Mn and Mmas at Z = 10−5 are shown in black
solid and dashed lines, respectively. Upper panels: expected fate versus initial mass








∣ for the primordial cases (left) and the
Z = 10−5 cases (right).
second dredge-up (see Figure 10), which pollutes the stellar enve-1435
lope enough to allow for a ‘normal’ thermally pulsing Super-AGB.1436
Thus the occurrence of third dredge-up, moderately strong winds,1437
and final fates as ONe white dwarfs is expected to ensue. The1438
efficiency of third dredge-up, even though highly uncertain, is1439
expected to decrease and become very low in the most massive1440
intermediate-mass stars (in particular when MZAMS >∼Mn). As a1441
consequence, stars of initial mass aboveMn may experience some-1442
what higher core growth rates on an initially massive core (close1443
to MCh) and then explode as EC-SNe. Between 6 and 8 M the1444
absence of thermal pulses combined with a weak mass-loss rate1445
allows the ONe core to reach the critical value of 1.37 M for an1446
EC-SN.1447
In any case, the uncertainties in mass-loss rates at these metal-1448
licities are such that some exploration of different rates is required.1449
A simple but useful way of doing this is the approach by Siess1450
(2007). This author defined the ζ parameter, the ratio of the1451
average envelope mass-loss rates (M˙env) to average effective core1452
growth rates (M˙core) during the thermally pulsing Super-AGB1453








∣. He demonstrated that the values of the crit-1454
ical masses Mn and Mmas depend only on this parameter and the1455
core mass at the beginning of the thermally pulsing Super-AGB1456
phase. According to the detailed calculations by Gil-Pons et al.1457
(2013) for Z = 10−5, ζ ≈ 73, 75, and 220 for MZAMS = 7, 8, and1458
9 M, respectively. The latter value is considerably larger due to1459
the high efficiency of the dredge-out in increasing envelope metal-1460
licity and ultimately driving high mass-loss rates. As a reference,1461
considering a typical average core growth rate about 10−7 M1462
yr−1, values of ζ ≈ 75 and ζ ≈ 220 would correspond to an aver-1463
age mass-loss rate of 7.5× 10−6 M yr−1 and 2.2× 10−5 M yr−1,1464
respectively.1465
The evolution of Mn and Mmas as a function of ζ for the pri-1466
mordial and Z = 10−5 cases is illustrated in Figure 12. The interval1467
of initial ZAMS mass that leads to the formation of EC-SNe in1468
the primordial case ranges between 1.4 M for ζ = 50 (very slow1469
winds) and 0.2 M for ζ >∼ 150. For the Z = 10−5 models we get1470
wider ZAMS mass ranges, between 2 M for ζ = 50 and 0.25 M 1471
for ζ >∼ 200. These intervals are similar (although shifted to some- 1472
what lower initial masses) to the ones obtained by Siess (2007). It 1473
is important to recall that uncertainties related to the treatment of 1474
convective boundaries and mass-loss rates affect the width of the 1475
MZAMS interval for the formation of EC-SNe, regardless of their 1476
initial metallicity. We refer the interested reader to Jones et al. 1477
(2013) and Doherty et al. (2017) for analyses of these effects. 1478
6. Observations of EMP stars 1479
Uncertainties in nucleosynthetic yields of the most metal-poor 1480
stars derive from the unknowns in their evolution which we 1481
described in Section 4, and from the difficulties in obtaining obser- 1482
vational constraints, at least by comparison with higher metallicity 1483
stars. The sample of observed objects at the most metal-poor 1484
regime has increased significantly in the last decade. Currently 1485
about 500 stars have been detected with [Fe/H]≤ −3. However , 1486
the interpretation of these observations is hampered by the need 1487
of considering a number of unconfirmed hypotheses in terms of 1488
the nature and IMF of ancient stars, of the chemodynamical evolu- 1489
tion of the early universe and, as discussed here, in terms of stellar 1490
evolution and nucleosynthesis. 1491
Observational information relevant for the understanding of 1492
the most metal-poor stars can be gathered from different sources. 1493
Galactic archaeology (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002; Cohen 1494
et al. 2002; Carretta et al. 2002) aims to understand the forma- 1495
tion and evolution of the Milky Way through systematic study 1496
of its stellar populations. Dwarf galaxy archaeology aims for 1497
the same goal by considering stellar populations within dwarf 1498
galaxies (Frebel & Bromm 2012). In both cases the associated 1499
stellar database is a treasure trove for understanding the stellar 1500
populations themselves, in addition to using them as tools for 1501
understanding galaxies. Finally, far-field cosmology of damped 1502
Lyα systems provides us with additional information from the 1503
high-redshift universe (Cooke & Madau 2014). 1504
Stars with [Fe/H]<∼ −3 (EMP stars) are indeed uncommon 1505
and become very rare at the lowest metallicities. Despite the con- 1506
tinuous observational efforts made in the last decades, only ∼ 10 1507
stars are known to have [Fe/H] <∼ −4.5, including the latest dis- 1508
coveries of stars with [Fe/H] < –5 [see Bonifacio et al. (2018) and 1509
Aguado et al. (2018)]. These efforts continue (see Section 1) and 1510
will probably provide us with further data down to [Ca/H] about 1511
−9.4 (Frebel & Norris 2015). This value represents the detectabil- 1512
ity threshold of the CaIIK line, which is the proxy for Fe when it 1513
cannot be detected because of its low abundance. The exclusive 1514
group of EMP stars display a number of interesting peculiari- 1515
ties. We refer to the recent review by Frebel & Norris (2015) for 1516
a detailed description of observational data for EMP stars, and 1517
here we provide a summary of some of the most salient features. 1518
Among these features we find that: 1519
a) EMP stars display a statistically significant abundance scat- 1520
ter (Matsuno et al. 2017). This scatter is larger at the lowest 1521
observed [Fe/H]. 1522
b) EMP stars display different kinematic and chemical proper- 1523
ties depending on whether they belong to the inner or to the 1524
outer Galactic Halo (Carollo et al. 2007; Carollo et al. 2012; 1525
Lee et al. 2017). The outer Halo has a lower [Fe/H] population 1526
than the inner one. The most metal-poor stars of the Galactic 1527
bulge also present peculiar characteristics, in particular lower 1528
C enrichments than halo components (Howes et al. 2015). 1529
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c) The Spite Plateau (Spite & Spite 1982), that is, the practically1530
constant Li abundance value (A(Li)=2.05± 0.16) measured in1531
warm metal-poor stars, was initially assumed to be representa-1532
tive of the Li produced during Big-Bang nucleosynthesis. This1533
hypothesis had to be discarded mainly for two reasons. First,1534
Big-Bang nucleosynthesis calculations yield Li abundances1535
about 0.4 dex above the Spite Plateau. Second, the Plateau fails1536
at metallicities [Fe/H] <∼ −2.8. Below this value Li abundances1537
show a wide scatter in which the characteristic value of the1538
Spite Plateau becomes just an upper threshold (Ryan et al. 1996;1539
Ryan, Norris, & Beers 1999; Boesgaard, Stephens, & Deliyannis1540
2005; Asplund et al. 2006; Bonifacio et al. 2007; Aoki et al.1541
2009).1542
d) There is a high occurrence of C-enriched objects, increasingly1543
higher at the lowest metallicities.h About 30% of stars below1544
[Fe/H] ∼ −3 are C enriched, and this proportion goes up to1545
about 80% for [Fe/H]<∼ −4 (Cohen et al. 2005; Frebel et al.1546
2005; Lucatello et al. 2006; Yong et al. 2013b; Placco et al. 2014).1547
Their abundance pattern motivated the use of the specific ter-1548
minology C-enhanced EMP or CEMP stars to refer to them1549
(Beers & Christlieb 2005). CEMP stars are further subdivided1550
into CEMP-s (with [Ba/Fe] > 0), CEMP-r (with [Eu/Fe] > 0),1551
CEMP-r/s or CEMP-i, as discussed below (with [Ba/Fe]>0 and1552
[Eu/Fe] > 0), and CEMP-no (neither s- nor r-enriched).1553
e) CEMP-s stars are very frequent at metallicities −3<∼ [Fe/H]<∼1554 −2, but become rarer below these values (Aoki et al. 2007)i1555
Currently the lowest metallicity for CEMP-s stars, discovered1556
by Matsuno et al. (2017), is around [Fe/H] = –3.6.1557
f) CEMP-no stars seem to show higher O enhancements than1558
CEMP-s stars, and the N content shows a bimodal distribu-1559
tion with two distinct groups characterised by a high and low1560
N enrichment (Frebel & Norris 2015). There might be a cor-1561
relation between 12C/13C and [C/N] in CEMP-no stars (Norris1562
et al. 2013).1563
g) In contrast to C-normal stars, CEMP-no stars display large1564
spreads (∼ 2 dex) in light elements (Na, Mg, and Al). They1565
also show a moderate spread in Si, while the spread is small1566
in heavier elements such as Ti and Ca [see Aoki et al. (2018)1567
and references therein].1568
h) NEMP stars are N-enhanced EMP stars (Izzard et al. 2009; Pols1569
et al. 2012), such that [N/Fe]> 1 and [N/C]> 0.5. They appear1570
to be more frequent at [Fe/H]<∼ –2.8.1571
i) EMP stars tend to be α-enhanced, that is with enrichment in1572
16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, etc. up to 40Ca and 48Ti. Note that 48Ti is1573
technically an Fe-peak element, although it behaves like an α1574
element in metal-poor stars (Yong et al. 2013b).1575
j) Finally, it should also be noted that there are a number of EMP1576
stars which do not seem to fit in any of the groups mentioned1577
above (Cohen et al. 2013).1578
7. Nucleosynthesis in EMP stars1579
Observations of EMP stars help us constrain our knowledge of1580
the primitive universe and, in particular, the IMF of the first1581
stars, the characteristics of their evolution, their final fates, and1582
their nucleosynthetic yields. In this section we review our current1583
hC enrichment corresponds to [C/Fe] > 1 according to Beers & Christlieb (2005), and
to [C/Fe] > 0.7 according to Aoki et al. (2007).
iNote the heterogeneous classification criteria for these objects. Different authors
define CEMP-s as CEMP stars with [Ba/F]>1 and/or [Ba/Eu]>0.5 (Jonsell et al. 2006;
Lugaro, Campbell, & de Mink 2009; Masseron et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2013).
knowledge of EMP nucleosynthesis and relate this information 1584
to the observational features described in Section 6. Ultimately, 1585
our goal is to understand which observed features of EMP stars 1586
may be explained with different stellar models, considering their 1587
nucleosynthetic yields and their final fates. 1588
Before we describe the nucleosynthetic signatures of the old- 1589
est intermediate-mass stars, we should recall that massive stars 1590
are still preferred by many authors as the main, and perhaps the 1591
only, genuine ‘first stars’, and thus the first and only polluters of 1592
the most primitive universe. All primordial massive star mod- 1593
els and, especially, hypernovae (Nakamura et al. 2001b; Nomoto 1594
et al. 2001; Umeda et al. 2005) provide the high α enhancements 1595
observed in many EMP stars (item i in Section 6) and yield rel- 1596
ative Fe-peak element abundances in good agreement with many 1597
observed EMP stars. Faint SNe experience extensive fallback of the 1598
ejecta and re-accretion onto a central black hole. The part of the 1599
ejecta that is not re-accreted (the actual nucleosynthetic yields) is 1600
characterised by large [C/Fe] and [Al/Fe] compared to the yields 1601
from SNe which do not experience significant fallback (Bonifacio 1602
et al. 2003; Limongi et al. 2003; Umeda & Nomoto 2003; Umeda & 1603
Nomoto 2005; Tominaga et al. 2014). These yields are consistent 1604
with the abundances of some observed CEMP-no stars (items d, f, 1605
and g of Section 6). 1606
Spinstars or fast rotating massive stars were probably frequent 1607
among low-Z objects because of their compactness. As a conse- 1608
quence of enhanced mixing due to rotation, they produce large 1609
amounts of primary 13C, 14N, and 22Ne (Meynet & Maeder 2005; 1610
Meynet 2007; Hirschi 2007; Ekström et al. 2008; Cescutti et al. 1611
2013) and have been proposed as promising candidates to explore 1612
the trend of increasing N/O at lower metallicities in EMP stars 1613
(item h of Section 6). Rotating massive star models have even been 1614
proposed as sites for the formation of s-process elements [see e.g. 1615
Frischknecht et al. (2016) and references therein]. For a detailed 1616
review of yields frommassive stars, the interested reader is referred 1617
to Nomoto, Kobayashi, & Tominaga (2013). 1618
The possible contribution of an early population of 1619
intermediate-mass stars to the chemical evolution of the ancient 1620
universe was addressed by Vangioni et al. (2011). Based on 1621
comparisons between theoretical yields and observations, these 1622
authors concluded that the influence of intermediate-mass metal- 1623
poor stars would probably be restricted to a limited fraction of the 1624
total baryon content of the universe. However their use of yields 1625
[from van den Hoek & Groenewegen (1997)] for relatively high 1626
metallicities of Z ≥ 0.001 neglects the nucleosynthetic peculiarities 1627
of the most metal-poor stars Z <∼ 10−6, as described later in this 1628
section. This suggests that an account of more recent low-Z data 1629
is required. Besides considering the contribution to the baryon 1630
inventory, it would be interesting to consider timescales for chem- 1631
ical enrichment by intermediate-mass stars provided by galactic 1632
chemical evolution models. However, the lack of consistent 1633
detailed yields for these intermediate-mass models at the lowest 1634
metallicity regimes also limits the assessment of their contribution 1635
which we can derive from chemical evolution models. 1636
The scatter in metal abundances at the lowest [Fe/H] stars 1637
mentioned in item a of Section 6 can be interpreted in terms 1638
of differences in the environment where the oldest stars formed. 1639
These environments were primitive gas clouds only polluted by 1640
one or a few stars, which might have different masses in different 1641
clouds and, therefore, experienced different nucleosynthetic pro- 1642
cesses [see, e.g., Bonifacio et al. (2003) and Limongi et al. (2003)]. 1643
Item b is telling us about the complexity of structure formation in 1644
the Milky Way. Items c and j are some of the strongest evidences 1645
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of our incomplete knowledge of the physics of stars (at the lowest1646
Z regime). We now describe relevant nucleosynthetic sites in low-1647
Z and intermediate-mass stars, and try to explain the remaining1648
items of Section 6.1649
7.1. Dual flash/C-ingestion nucleosynthesis1650
The evolution through core and shell flashes and proton inges-1651
tion was briefly summarised in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. These mixing1652
events occur in EMPmodels of initial massMZAMS <∼ 4 M, at dif-1653
ferent locations inside the star and at different evolutionary stages,1654
depending on the initial mass and metallicity. They all involve1655
the entrainment of proton-rich matter into a He-burning con-1656
vective region. Stellar models [see, e.g., Fujimoto et al. (2000),1657
Schlattl et al. (2002), Picardi et al. (2004), Campbell & Lattanzio1658
(2008), and Suda& Fujimoto (2010)] indicate that dual flashes lead1659
to a significant enrichment of the envelope in carbon and nitro-1660
gen. The detailed nucleosynthesis associated with this process was1661
studied by Campbell, Lugaro, & Karakas (2010) and Cruz et al.1662
(2013). Cristallo et al. (2009, 2016) also analysed PIEs at [Fe/H] =1663
–2.85.1664
As a consequence of a PIE, relatively high amounts of 13C form1665
and lead to a large release of neutrons via the 13C(α,n)16O reac-1666
tion and to the production of heavy s-elements like Sr, Ba, and Pb.1667
Simultaneously, high amounts of 14N are produced during these1668
PIEs. This isotope acts as a neutron poison via 14N(n, p)14C and1669
may effectively halt s-process nucleosynthesis (Cruz et al. 2013).1670
Neutron-capture nucleosynthesis at the lowest metallicities,1671
although critical, is still incomplete and part of the reason is due1672
to our limited understanding of the physics of these PIEs. Further1673
investigations using multidimensional hydrodynamical models1674
(for instance, as in Stancliffe et al. (2011), Herwig et al. (2011),1675
Woodward et al. (2015), and references therein) and considering1676
the effects of convective overshooting, extra-mixing, and rota-1677
tionally induced mixing should be carried out. Observationally,1678
many CEMP stars show s-process enrichment (i.e. they are class1679
CEMP-s, see items d and e in Section 6). We have seen that1680
a significant number of objects show both r- and s-enrichment1681
(CEMP-r/s) stars (see Section 7). This is puzzling because r- and s-1682
processes are supposed to occur in very different nucleosynthetic1683
sites. The intermediate i-process (Cowan & Rose 1977), occurring1684
at neutron density regimes between the s- and the r-process might1685
be a key to interpreting CEMP-r/s [see Abate, Stancliffe, & Liu1686
(2016), and references therein, for different scenarios for the for-1687
mation of CEMP-r/s stars]. A good understanding of the i-process1688
and the interpretation of surface abundances of CEMP-r/s stars1689
probably involves the necessity of 3D hydrodynamical codes to1690
properly account for the transport of processed matter (Dardelet1691
et al. 2014). Nevertheless, some interesting results concerning i-1692
process nucleosynthesis were presented by Hampel et al. (2016).1693
They performed detailed nucleosynthesis for high neutron densi-1694
ties characteristic of PIEs in CEMP stars. Although their analysis1695
was not self-consistent, in the sense that it did not involve evo-1696
lutionary model calculations, these authors found a remarkable1697
agreement between their parametric i-process calculations and the1698
abundances of CEMP-r/s stars, even suggesting that they be called1699
CEMP-i stars in future.1700
7.2. Nucleosynthesis in models leading to SN I1/21701
We have seen in Sections 3 and 5 that some intermediate-mass1702
stars (4 M <∼MZAMS <∼ 7 M) of initial metallicity ZZAMS <∼ 10−81703
experience weak envelope pollution and might end their lives as 1704
SNe I1/2. 1705
In the absence of significant mass ejection prior to the SN 1706
explosion, and if thermal pulses do not re-ignite (Lau et al. 2008), 1707
one expects the yields of these stars to be very similar to those 1708
of thermonuclear SNe Ia (Tsujimoto & Shigeyama 2006) with 1709
a contribution from HBB nucleosynthesis. Explosive nucleosyn- 1710
thesis would lead to large amounts of 56Ni and other Fe-peak 1711
elements, with ratios similar to those of a standard SN Ia (Nomoto, 1712
Thielemann, & Yokoi 1984; Nomoto et al. 2013). Nucleosynthesis 1713
above the CO core after the SN explosion does not seem likely, 1714
because, by analogy with SNe Ia, the combustion flame is expected 1715
to be extinguished before it reaches the H-rich envelope, and thus 1716
explosive nucleosynthesis would remain confined to the core. As 1717
in SNe Ia, explosive nucleosynthetic yields of SNe I1/2 will be sig- 1718
nificantly affected by the details of the explosion mechanism [see 1719
e.g. Mazzali et al. (2007) and references therein]. It is also impor- 1720
tant to note the presence of high amounts of H from the relatively 1721
massive envelope existing at the moment of the explosion would 1722
also be present in the SN I1/2 spectrum, and thus make it more 1723
similar to that of type-II SN in this respect. 1724
The relevance of HBB nucleosynthesis is model dependent. 1725
The primordial 5 and 7 M stars from Lau et al. (2008) showed 1726
a relatively mild HBB, leading to Xsurf(14N)/Xsurf(12C)∼ 5 at the 1727
end of thermal pulses, whereas the same models computed with 1728
overshooting led toXsurf(14N)/Xsurf(12C)∼ 100 at the end of calcu- 1729
lations (Lau et al. 2009). The surface abundances of the primordial 1730
4 M model in Figure 9 do not show any effect of HBB until 1731
after the cessation of thermal pulses. However, when this process 1732
occurs, it develops as a very hot HBB. The nucleosynthetic signa- 1733
tures of such extreme HBB are primarily a large production of He 1734
but also 12,13C, 14N, and even of some O isotopes. Additionally, 1735
although no s-process elements are dredged up during the AGB 1736
phase of these stars, they are produced in the intershell (via 22Ne 1737
neutron source). The products processed during pre-SN evolu- 1738
tion could either be expelled in the SN I1/2 explosion, adding 1739
to the ISM inventory of s-process elements, or destroyed during 1740
the explosion itself. Detailed calculations should be performed in 1741
order to obtain the detailed nucleosynthetic yields. 1742
SN I1/2 in binary systems have been suggested as possible 1743
candidates to explain CEMP-r/s stars (item d of Section 6) by sev- 1744
eral authors (Zijlstra 2004; Wanajo et al. 2006; Abate et al. 2016) 1745
but these progenitors present a number of problems, e.g. popula- 1746
tion synthesis studies do not reproduce the observed proportion 1747
of CEMP-s to CEMP-r/s stars (Abate et al. 2016). It should also 1748
be noted that many authors consider that the SN I1/2 explosion 1749
would destroy the progenitor (Nomoto 1987), so the resulting 1750
CEMP stars would not be detected as binaries. However, Hansen 1751
et al. (2016b) showed the existence of single CEMP-s stars and the 1752
occurrence of single CEMP-r/s cannot be discarded. 1753
7.3. Nucleosynthesis in EMP stars undergoing ‘normal’ 1754
thermally pulsing AGB and Super-AGB evolution 1755
Intermediate-mass primordial models which implement some 1756
overshooting below the envelope allow for more or less efficient 1757
third dredge-up, envelope pollution, and stellar winds (Chieffi 1758
et al. 2001; Siess et al. 2002). The efficiency of the third dredge-up 1759
process thus has a strong impact on the yields, and the depen- 1760
dence on the stellar mass was studied by Gil-Pons et al. (2013) 1761
in their Z = 10−5 models. These authors, who use the search 1762
for neutrality approach to determine the convective boundaries 1763
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(Frost & Lattanzio 1996), obtain high values of the dredge-up1764
parameter λj for model stars up to 7 M, for which λ = 0.78.1765
This value decreases with the stellar mass (λ = 0.48 for the 8 M1766
model) and becomes very small (λ = 0.05) for the 9 M model.1767
Together with a thorough analysis of the evolution, Gil-Pons et al.1768
(2013) presented a limited set of nucleosynthetic yields for stars1769
between 4 and 9 M, including 1H, 4He, 12C, 14N, 16O, and Zother,1770
representing all the isotopes beyond 16O.1771
The nucleosynthetic yields of intermediate-mass and mas-1772
sive stars were computed by Chieffi et al. (2001) and Limongi,1773
Straniero, & Chieffi (2000), respectively. Abia et al. (2001) used1774
these existing yields to assess the contribution of intermediate-1775
mass and massive stars to the the pollution of the early inter-1776
galactic medium. Campbell & Lattanzio (2008) also presented1777
yields of primordial and very low-metallicity stars in the low- and1778
intermediate-mass range, although only up to 3 M. Primordial1779
star yields in the intermediate-mass range are strongly affected1780
by the unknowns in mass-loss rates and dredge-up efficiency dur-1781
ing the thermally pulsing AGB phase. Therefore, a detailed study1782
of the effects of different input physics, not only for primordial1783
compositions but also up to initial metallicity Z = 10−5, is badly1784
needed.1785
Nevertheless, we can attempt to draw some conclusions from1786
the existing literature. As we may expect from the results for1787
primordial stars of MZAMS >∼ 3 M that have experienced effi-1788
cient envelope pollution, the models of 3 M<∼MZAMS <∼ 7 M by1789
Chieffi et al. (2001) and Siess et al. (2002) show efficient HBB. In1790
general, models that experience HBB display an increase in their1791
surface abundances of 4He and 14N at the expense of 12C. However,1792
the very high temperature at which HBB is operating in massive1793
AGB and Super-AGB stars leads to a slight production of 12C. This1794
is also seen in more metal-rich Super-AGB stars of Siess (2010)1795
that do not experience third dredge-up. Besides, 23Na is processed1796
at the expense of 22Ne, and 26Al from 25Mg. The 7Li produced1797
during HBB would be quickly destroyed and thus its contribution1798
to yields would be negligible (Abia et al. 2001; Siess et al. 2002).1799
Depending on the efficiency of the third dredge-up, the surface1800
12C can be strongly affected [see e.g. Doherty et al. (2014b)].1801
Siess & Goriely (2003) analysed s-process nucleosynthesis in a1802
primordial 3 M star. They found that the neutrons released from1803
the 13C(α, n)16O reaction would be captured by isotopes between1804
C and Ne. The heavier species synthesised would then act as seeds1805
to form s-process elements. Once transported to the surface by1806
third dredge-up, these stars are expected to display Pb and Bi1807
enhancements [see also Suda, Yamada, & Fujimoto (2017a)]. Cruz1808
et al. (2013) also computed and analysed s-process nucleosynthesis1809
in 1 M stars between primordial and Z = 10−7. They emphasised1810
the effects of input physics uncertainties on their yields.1811
We now illustrate the detailed nucleosynthesis of Z = 10−51812
models by showing results computed with MONSTAR and the post-1813
processing nucleosynthesis programme MONSOON, e.g. Doherty1814
et al. (2014a). Figure 13 shows a 7 M model (Gil-Pons et al. 2018,1815
in preparation). The effects of HBB (the average temperature of1816
the base of the convective envelope during the thermally puls-1817
ing Super-AGB phase is 114×106 K) can be seen in the increase1818
in 14N, 13C, and 17O and, to a lesser extent, in 21Ne and 26Mg,1819
together with a decrease of 15N. The onset of the Mg–Al chains1820
results in the depletion of most 24Mg and an increase in 26Al,1821
jThe λ parameter is defined as λ = Mdredge
Mcore
, where Mdredge is the H-exhausted core
mass dredged up by the convective envelope after a thermal pulse, and Mcore is the
amount by which the core has grown during the previous interpulse period.
Figure 13. Evolution of the surface abundances of some selected isotopes for a 7 M
model with Z = 10−5 computed with MONSTAR and MONSOON (see text for details).
which at high temperatures captures a proton to give 27Al (Siess 1822
& Arnould 2008), and subsequently 28Si (Ventura, Carini, & 1823
D’Antona 2011). Some of the effects of HBB are suppressed by 1824
efficient third dredge-up, which replenishes 12C after each pulse. 1825
α captures on 12C in the intershell convective region and sub- 1826
sequent third dredge-up produce surface enhancements in 16O, 1827
20Ne, and 24Mg while 28Si production is mainly due to proton- 1828
capture reactions and a leakage from the Mg–Al chain. It is also 1829
important to note the 22Ne enhancement, because the occurrence 1830
of the 22Ne(α, n)25Mg reactionmay be an important source of neu- 1831
trons and, consequently, relevant for s-process nucleosynthesis in 1832
massive AGB and Super-AGB stars. 1833
It has been reported that stars with ZZAMS ≤ 10−4 and masses 1834
above 8 M experience high envelope pollution caused by corro- 1835
sive second dredge-up (Gil-Pons et al. 2013; Doherty et al. 2014b). 1836
The large amount of 12C dredged up during this event increases 1837
the molecular opacities in the envelope and then drives stellar 1838
winds similar to those of a higher Z object. These low-Z Super- 1839
AGB stars also present very efficient HBB, but their low third 1840
dredge-up efficiency together with the thinness of the intershell 1841
regions hampers the possibility of a strong s-enhancement inmod- 1842
els with MZAMS >∼ 8 M. Their nucleosynthesis is similar to that 1843
of their slightly lower mass HBB counterparts. The yields of all 1844
the models computed by Gil-Pons et al. (2013) and, in particu- 1845
lar, for their 8 and 9 M models have [C/Fe] ≥ 2. If this feature 1846
is maintained at the lowest metallicities (Z < 10−5), 8–9 M stars 1847
of the first (few?) generation(s) would then have the same prop- 1848
erties as some CEMP-no stars, making them potential progenitor 1849
candidates. According to the present IMF this mass range does 1850
not account for a significant number of stars, but given that the 1851
primitive IMF might be biased to higher masses, their contribu- 1852
tion might be relevant. These models might also help to explain 1853
some NEMP stars, described in item h of Section 6, as polluters of 1854
the gas clouds in which they formed. 1855
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Meynet &Maeder (2002) investigated the evolution of rotating1856
Z = 10−5 models and obtained high 12C and 14N surface enrich-1857
ments in their intermediate-mass stars. However, these authors1858
only computed a few thermal pulses and therefore no complete1859
nucleosynthetic yields were provided.1860
The most massive Super-AGB stars, which experience a1861
dredge-out process, have been suggested as a site for the formation1862
of neutron-capture elements and, in particular, for the occurrence1863
of the i-process (Petermann et al. 2014; Doherty et al. 2015; Jones1864
et al. 2016). This intriguing hypothesis is still to be demonstrated1865
and carefully analysed, probably requiring 3D hydrodynamical1866
techniques.1867
The low- and intermediate-mass EMP stars considered in this1868
section are also likely to have a binary companion. Actually bina-1869
rity has been a key to some of the most successful scenarios to1870
interpret EMP stars [see, e.g., Starkenburg et al. (2014) and ref-1871
erences therein]. If a star undergoing a dual flash, or simply third1872
dredge-up of s-process elements, is the primary component (ini-1873
tially the more massive star) of an interacting binary system, then1874
the s-process elements synthetised by the primary can be trans-1875
ferred to its companion. If such a companion has a mass MZAMS1876
about 0.8 M, it can survive to the present day and be detected1877
as a CEMP-s star, as referred to in items d and e. Note that high1878
amounts of C are expected to be dredged up, together with the s-1879
process elements. This binary scenario for the formation of CEMP1880
stars [e.g. Suda et al. (2004)] was in agreement with the radial1881
velocity data of CEMP-s stars, which was consistent with all of1882
them being members of binary systems (Lucatello et al. 2005;1883
Starkenburg et al. 2014). However, updated results of radial veloc-1884
ity monitoring of CEMP stars show that not all CEMP-s stars are1885
in binary systems (Hansen et al. 2016b), although the percentage1886
of CEMP-s in binaries is still considerably higher than in normal1887
metal-poor stars.1888
7.4. Cautionary remarks1889
One should be cautious when interpreting EMP abundances1890
using nucleosynthetic yields of model stars. To begin with, if the1891
observed object is a giant, it may have undergone internal pol-1892
lution as a consequence of evolutionary processes. Additionally,1893
even dwarf stars may experience mixing processes such as ther-1894
mohaline mixing (Stancliffe et al. 2011), gravitational settling1895
(Richard, Michaud, & Richer 2002; MacDonald et al. 2013), radia-1896
tive levitation (Matrozis & Stancliffe 2016), mixing induced by1897
rotation or gravity waves (e.g. Talon 2008), or accretion from the1898
ISM (Yoshii 1981; Iben 1983; Komiya et al. 2015). All these pro-1899
cesses may alter surface abundances after accretion from a more1900
evolved companion star and must be disentangled if we are to1901
understand the stellar nucleosynthesis.1902
The problem of interpreting the abundances of individual EMP1903
stars is complicated because some of these stars may originate1904
from a second stellar generation. This second generation proba-1905
bly formed in mini-halos [see e.g. Schneider et al. (2012); Chiaki,1906
Yoshida, & Kitayama (2013); Ji, Frebel, & Bromm (2015)], as we1907
think Pop III stars did, in a cloud polluted by gas from a few SN1908
explosions, which was partially retained and partially ejected from1909
the mini-halo. Some of the ejected gas could have been re-accreted1910
and then mixed with original pristine gas and matter from nearby1911
SNe. Therefore nucleosynthetic yield information should be com-1912
plemented with chemical evolution models that take into account1913
mixing and turbulence (Ritter et al. 2015).1914
8. Summary and discussion 1915
8.1. Summary 1916
The birth, evolution, fate, and nucleosynthetic yields of the first 1917
generations of stars remain, in many senses, enigmatic. We have 1918
seen that the solution to this puzzle is hampered by the specific 1919
computational problems that plague the evolution of the most 1920
metal-poor stars (such as violent thermonuclear runaways, thou- 1921
sands of thermal pulses, or unexpected instabilities), by the high 1922
sensitivity of results to the details of very uncertain input physics 1923
(in particular to opacities, mass-loss rates, convection and mixing, 1924
as well as some key nuclear reaction rates), and by the difficulties 1925
in obtaining constraints from observational data. 1926
The occurrence of primordial low- and intermediate-mass 1927
stars, strongly debated during the last few decades, is supported by 1928
recent high resolution 3D hydrodynamical calculations of primor- 1929
dial star formation. In terms of the final fates of intermediate-mass 1930
stars, different authors agree (except for the precise mass thresh- 1931
old) that primordial to Z ∼ 10−7 stars of initial mass MZAMS <∼ 1932
4 M experience efficient mixing episodes (Campbell & Lattanzio 1933
2008; Lau et al. 2009; Suda & Fujimoto 2010; and references 1934
therein), either prior to or during the first pulses of their thermally 1935
pulsing AGB phase. These processes enrich the stellar envelopes 1936
in metals and permit later evolution to take place in a way that 1937
is very similar to that of higher Z stars. Thus we expect these 1938
stars to form white dwarfs. In the low-metallicity range consid- 1939
ered in this review, the same fate is expected for stars in the 1940
mass range 8 M <∼MZAMS <∼ 9.5 M. On the other hand, the fate 1941
of Z <∼ 10−7 stars between ∼ 4 and ∼ 7 M is more intriguing, 1942
and whether they end as white dwarfs or SNe strongly depends 1943
on the choice of input physics. The use of different algorithms 1944
to determine convective boundaries may lead to the occurrence 1945
of SNe I1/2 (Gil-Pons, Gutierrez, & Garcia-Berro 2008; Lau, 1946
Stancliffe, & Tout 2008), whereas the inclusion of overshooting 1947
would probably lead to the formation of white dwarfs (Chieffi et al. 1948
2001; Siess et al. 2002). We find that the mass range for EC-SNe 1949
is relatively narrow, of the order of ∼0.2 M between ∼ 9.2− 1950
9.5M and∼ 9.7− 9.9M for the Z = 10−5 and primordial cases, 1951
respectively. 1952
The nature, evolution, and fate of models of ancient stars 1953
must be tested by comparing nucleosynthetic yields with obser- 1954
vations of the most metal-poor objects. The sample of metal- 1955
poor stars has significantly increased during the last decade, 1956
but the interpretation of the surface abundances remains diffi- 1957
cult because of internal mixing processes, potential pollution by 1958
the ISM, and because the chemodynamical evolution of their 1959
parental clouds is not well understood. Many observational fea- 1960
tures may be reproduced by rotating massive stars (Maeder & 1961
Meynet 2015) and SNmodels (Umeda &Nomoto 2003; Tominaga 1962
et al. 2014) or by low- and intermediate-mass models in binary 1963
stars (Suda et al. 2004). Traditionally, CEMP-no stars were inter- 1964
preted as second-generation stars formed from a mixture of 1965
pristine material and ejecta from massive Pop III stars, while 1966
the CEMP-s stars were thought of as the low-mass primor- 1967
dial (or second generation) companion of an intermediate-mass 1968
star that went through its thermally pulsing AGB phase and 1969
then polluted its low-mass partner with s-elements. We show in 1970
this work that primordial intermediate-mass model stars might 1971
also help to explain some cases of the heterogeneous CEMP- 1972
no group, and that massive star models including rotation may 1973
account for some s-process enhancement (Cescutti et al. 2013; 1974
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Frischknecht et al. 2016; Choplin et al. 2017), and thus for1975
the formation of some CEMP-s stars. The present classification1976
of observations, albeit useful, might mask the nucleosynthetic1977
contributions of stars over a continuous mass and metallicity1978
range.1979
Finally, it is important to note that the relatively restricted1980
sample of observed EMP stars is not the only limitation. An under-1981
standing of the existing observational results will probably remain1982
incomplete until modelling the entire evolution of intermediate-1983
mass EMP stars with reasonably precise input physics is1984
possible.1985
8.2. Present open questions1986
In spite of the wealth of interesting results obtained during the last1987
decades, both from the theoretical and the observational point of1988
view, many questions related to EMP stars remain unanswered.1989
i) Do low- and intermediate-mass stars exist at all Z, or is there1990
a critical metallicity below which they cannot form? If such1991
a limit exists, it is important to know if its value is closer to1992
10−8 or 10−6. Stars born with the former metallicity behave1993
similarly to primordial objects and, for instance, might allow1994
the formation of SNe I1/2, whereas the general behaviour of1995
Z = 10−6 objects more resembles that of ‘normal’ metallicity1996
stars, at least in terms of their final fates.1997
ii) Did SNe I1/2 ever explode? If they have existed there might1998
be interesting observational consequences. They would syn-1999
thesise large amounts of Fe-peak elements and thus might2000
provide a substantial increase in the injection of Fe-group ele-2001
ments much earlier than that provided by SN Ia explosions.2002
The problem is that early Fe should also be significantly pro-2003
duced in primordial hypernovae, and thus the actual origin of2004
this element in the primitive universe will not be easy to dis-2005
entangle, unless additional isotopes of intermediate-mass and2006
heavy metals are considered. Stars which are simultaneously2007
very old and relatively metal-rich might be detected by using2008
asteroseismology techniques applied to Galactic archeology,2009
as proposed by Miglio et al. (2013). Additionally, Bergemann2010
et al. (2016) presented a new method to determine ages of red2011
giant stars, for [Fe/H]≤ −2. However, it is critical to high-2012
light that the huge uncertainties in models of EMP stars may2013
considerably complicate age determinations. A fruitful appli-2014
cation of either age-determination method or, eventually, the2015
assessment of the contribution of SNe I1/2 to the chemical2016
evolution of the universe should, in any case, use detailed2017
nucleosynthetic yields of models leading to these SNe. In rela-2018
tion to possible descendants of SN I1/2, it is interesting to2019
consider stars from the Galactic bulge. According to cosmo-2020
logical models [see, for instance, White & Springel (2000)2021
and Tumlinson (2010)], the Bulge should host the oldest stars2022
in the galaxy. However, observations show that the average2023
metallicity of bulge stars is higher than those from the Halo.2024
Besides, metal-poor stars detected in the bulge present intrigu-2025
ing peculiarities, such as the absence of C enhancement, and2026
large α element scatter (Howes et al. 2014, 2016). The inter-2027
pretation of these peculiarities will shed light on our under-2028
standing of the oldest stars and, perhaps, on SN I1/2. The latter2029
explosions might actually appear in the high-redshift transient2030
records of new generation telescopes. However, given the rel-2031
atively low brightness expected for SN I1/2, a more promising2032
possibility might be to look for them among the SNe discov- 2033
ered in gravitational lenses (Quimby et al. 2013; Kelly et al. 2034
2015; Goobar et al. 2017), as brightness magnifications of up 2035
to×2000 have been observed (Kelly et al. 2018). While the SN 2036
brightness could be affected by microlensing due to individ- 2037
ual objects in the lensing galaxy (Dobler & Keeton 2006), their 2038
spectra would be unaffected and could become an effective 2039
way to classify the observed SNe. 2040
iii) What are the roles of overshooting, extra-mixing processes, 2041
and rotation in the evolution of EMP stars? This question is 2042
related to item ii, as we have seen that the inclusion of over- 2043
shooting may avoid the formation of SNe I1/2. Additional 2044
mixing induced by rotation might lead to effects similar to 2045
those of overshooting. 2046
iv) If low-mass (MZAMS <∼ 0.8 M) primordial stars ever formed, 2047
could they be unambiguously detected? The possibility that 2048
Fe-deprived objects might remain as such is another matter 2049
of debate. Frebel, Johnson, & Bromm (2009) performed kine- 2050
matical analysis on extensive samples of metal-poor stars and 2051
concluded that ISM pollution was practically negligible. If this 2052
is the case, the absence of detection of Fe-deprived objects 2053
would be a direct consequence of the fact that they do not 2054
exist, at least for initial massesMZAMS <∼ 0.8 M. Tanaka et al. 2055
(2017) and Suzuki (2018) performed magnetohydrodynami- 2056
cal simulations for stellar winds driven by Alfvén waves and 2057
also determined that ISM accretion on primordial low-mass 2058
stars should be negligible. On the other hand, Komiya et al. 2059
(2015) concluded, on the basis of chemical evolution studies, 2060
that accretion from the ISMmight lead to primordial envelope 2061
pollution values as high as [Fe/H] ∼ −5. 2062
v) Could CEMP-no stars form from low- and intermediate-mass 2063
objects? CEMP-no stars are traditionally assumed to have 2064
formed from a previous generation of massive stars from 2065
which they inherited their chemical peculiarities, but doubts 2066
have been cast on this hypothesis. Considering the conti- 2067
nuity of the [Ba/C] distribution as a function of [Fe/H] in 2068
CEMP-s and CEMP-no stars, Abate et al. (2015a) and Suda 2069
et al. (2017a) suggested that CEMP-s and (some) CEMP- 2070
no objects might have a common origin involving binarity. 2071
Observational studies that analysed the binary fraction of 2072
different subclasses of CEMP stars support this hypothesis 2073
(Starkenburg et al. 2014; Hansen et al. 2016a). Similar ideas 2074
are discussed in terms of carbon abundances in CEMP-no 2075
stars. Bonifacio et al. (2015) define two groups of CEMP stars, 2076
namely high- and low-carbon band stars. They insist that 2077
high-carbon band stars, consisting of almost all the CEMP-s 2078
stars and some CEMP-no stars, are in binaries. On the other 2079
hand, the classification of CEMP stars by Yoon et al. (2016) 2080
leads to a different conclusion. They consider that the car- 2081
bon enhancement of CEMP-no stars is intrinsic, due to the 2082
enrichment of their natal clouds by high-mass progenitor 2083
stars. 2084
vi) Could CEMP-s stars be the offspring of massive stars? The 2085
standard scenario for the formation of CEMP-s stars involves 2086
a binary. However, recent studies (Hansen et al. 2016b) 2087
revealed the existence of isolated CEMP-s stars. The fact that 2088
massive star models with different rotation rates can repro- 2089
duce the observed [Sr/Ba] spread in CEMP stars (Cescutti 2090
et al. 2013; Frischknecht et al. 2016) provides additional sup- 2091
port to this scenario which was recently re-investigated by 2092
Choplin et al. (2017). 2093
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8.3. Future topics of research2094
Below we discuss some bottlenecks in our understanding of EMP2095
stars, and also areas that may provide promising avenues for2096
further research.2097
i) As is always the case, a better understanding of convection2098
and, in particular, of convective boundaries is a significant2099
barrier to more reliable models. When dealing with stars2100
at the most metal-poor regimes, we have little insights into2101
how to model convection and its borders. We are forced2102
to extrapolate or adapt the existing observational and theo-2103
retical information from higher Z objects, and we must be2104
aware of the possibility (and high probability) of introduc-2105
ing substantial errors. In spite of these uncertainties, there2106
is a reasonable consensus on the evolution and fates of the2107
less massive intermediate-mass objects at the lowest Z. On the2108
other hand, our knowledge of the final fates of the most metal-2109
poor stars (Z <∼ 10−7) of masses between ∼ 4 M and 8 M2110
is very poorly constrained. Work is proceeding to improve2111
the physics on the treatment of convection and convective2112
boundaries beyond the Mixing Length Theory (MLT) [see e.g.2113
Arnett et al. (2015); Campbell et al. (2016); Arnett &Moravveji2114
(2017)].2115
ii) A better understanding of low-temperature opacities and2116
mass-loss rates is crucial. Recent improvements in opacity2117
tables by Lederer & Aringer (2009) and Marigo & Aringer2118
(2009) have been implemented in models and their impor-2119
tant consequences in terms of stellar wind enhancements2120
have been reported, for instance, in Constantino et al. (2014).2121
The effects of dust in low-temperature opacities might be2122
even more significant (Tashibu et al. 2017). Intermediate-2123
mass models with compositions from primordial to Z = 10−72124
should be constructed considering these effects, although the2125
high effective temperature and almost pristine composition of2126
these stars suggest that their evolution would be less sensitive2127
to these changes.2128
iii) The phenomenon of thermal pulses ceasing and then re-2129
starting is not understood and is ripe for investigation. We2130
need a consistent set of calculations with different ‘reason-2131
able’ input physics for these models. The envelope pollution2132
and increase of mass-loss rates associated with the re-onset2133
of thermal pulses might eventually hamper the formation of2134
SNe I1/2.2135
iv) Many CEMP-s and some CEMP-no stars have a binary com-2136
panion. Addressing the problem of their evolution, including2137
mass transfer via wind accretion, should also be a priority2138
(Bisterzo et al. 2011; Abate et al. 2015b ).2139
v) Improvement in our knowledge of the former issues will help2140
us to obtain better evolutionary models and nucleosynthetic2141
yields, including full n-capture nucleosynthesis. Ultimately we2142
want to combine these yields with sophisticated chemical evo-2143
lution models, in order to get a more realistic approach to the2144
interpretation of EMP abundances (e.g. Ritter et al. 2015; Hirai2145
et al. 2018). Dwarf galaxies seem to be promising tools because2146
their formation history is not as complicated as that of the2147
Milky Way.2148
The current revolution in stellar spectroscopy is changing the2149
landscape. The development of very large telescopes, enormous2150
surveys, and machine learning is driving this revolution. These2151
will allow us to get further information from medium resolution2152
data, so that dwarf galaxies can be analysed (Kirby et al. 2015).2153
Komiya, Suda, & Fujimoto (2016) proposed that Pop III stars freed 2154
from their massive companions and undergoing an SN explosion 2155
could be detected by large-scale giant surveys in the outskirts of 2156
the Milky Way. Magg et al. (2018) also calculated the probability 2157
of finding Pop III survivors. Their results were compatible with 2158
the absence of detection in the Milky Way, but yielded somewhat 2159
more promising results for its dwarf satellites. However only giants 2160
are expected to be observed in them, which reduces the detection 2161
probability. 2162
The faintness of ancient stars is indeed a challenge for their 2163
detection. However, if the end of the lives of some of these stars is 2164
marked by SN I1/2 explosions, their luminosity might allow detec- 2165
tion with new generation telescopes such as the JamesWebb Space 2166
Telescope [see de Souza et al. (2014), and references therein]. 2167
Detecting and identifying SN I1/2 explosions would provide us 2168
with key information about the primordial IMF and the evolution 2169
of the most ancient stars. 2170
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